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The Balkan Wanderers
In a field of their own
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is very complex and it mystically
interconnects many influences
and experiences from people of
different cultures.”
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and strange time signatures.
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CORNBURY FESTIVAL’s
organisers have announced that next
year’s event will be their last. The
14th and final festival will be staged
at Great Tew Park in Oxfordshire
from Friday 7th July to Sunday 9th
July 2017.
Hugh Phillimore, who started the
festival at Cornbury Country Park
back in 2003, told Nightshift, “We’ve
had a fantastic run over the last
13 years and are very proud of the
lovely event we’ve created. We’ve
hosted a marvellous annual party
for our loyal audience – the odd
royal, multigenerational families,
aristocracy, prime ministers, film
stars, farmers, rockers, and ladies
who make exceedingly good cakes.
We have found ourselves in the
centre of a wonderful community
and are proud that we’ve been able
to benefit many local causes over
the years. We’re going out with a
bang; I can’t wait to celebrate with
friends old and new. Don’t miss out
on this last chance to join us for our
Fabulous Finale.”
Since it began, Cornbury has
hosted the likes of Amy Winehouse;
Blondie; Joe Cocker; Elvis
Costello; Robert Plant; Tom Jones;
Bellowhead, and Paul Simon,
attracting over 15,000 music fans
each year and earning the nickname
Poshstock along the way. Last year’s
event was headlined by Bryan Ferry,
Jamie Cullum and Seal.
Limited early bird tickets for next
year’s farewell weekend go on sale
at 9am on Friday 28th October at
www.cornburymusicfestival.com.
DAISY RODGERS MUSIC
celebrate their 50th gig this month,
hoping to pass the 5,000 punters
mark in the process. The local
independent live music club hosts
Invisible Vegas, Coldredlight and
Chalk at The Jericho Tavern on

Friday 11th November, and organiser
Kevin told Nightshift about the
club’s humble beginnings: “Our
first gig was at The Jericho in May
2009 with Redtrack, Tripwires and
Modern Clichés. We had seven
punters. I learned a lot and was
determined to do two more. The
third gig I had Spring Offensive,
which was totally awesome, so I
carried on! Our first birthday we had
Alphabet Backwards and we were at
capacity. We’ve done shows at most
Oxford venues and used to love the
intimacy of The Port Mahon. My
favourite thing is when someone
comes to see one band and discovers
they love another band.”
Find out about future DRM gigs at
www.daisyrodgers.com.
HALFWAY TO 75 FESTIVAL
host their first Christmas show
next month. The HT75 Christmas
Jamboree takes place at The
Bullingdon on Wednesday 21st
December, with sets from The Savoy
Jazz Swingtet, Hannah Johnson &
the Broken Hearts, and more acts
to be added. Tickets, priced £12,
are on sale from Wegottickets.
com. This year’s summer festival
featured sets from Hannah Johnson
and Speedbuggy as well as local
acts including The Epstein, Loud
Mountains and Francis Pugh & the
Whisky Singers.
CANDY SAYS played their first
live show in two years when they
performed at the UK premiere of the
film Burn Burn Burn at The Screen
on the Green in London at the end
of October. The band, helmed by
Julia and Ben Walker, recorded
the soundtrack to the film, a road
trip comedy written by Charlie
Covel, directed by Chanya Butler
and starring Laura Carmichael, Joe
Dempsie, Nigel Planer and Sally
Phillips. The film won the Grand
Prix at the Odessa Film Festival.
The soundtrack is due to be released
on the 28th October following the
streaming of lead track `Everyday
Disconnect’. The band released their
debut album, `Not Kings’ in 2014
before going on extended hiatus.
More new recordings and hopefully
further live shows to come…
ZURICH play a headline show
at The Jericho Tavern next month

NØUGHT PLAY THEIR FIRST OXFORD GIG IN SIX YEARS
when they headline Audioscope this month. The band, fronted by Oxford
guitarist James Sedwards, top the bill at The Bullingdon on Saturday 4th
December in a scaled-down version of Audioscope, which has raised over
£30,000 for homeless charity Shelter since it began in 2001.
Formed in 1996, Nøught were at the vanguard of the UK’s experimental
music scene, recording sessions for John Peel, who declared James the
only person he had ever been jealous of who wasn’t a footballer. Nøught
released their debut album on Shifty Disco in 2000 but despite gigging
sporadically, they have yet to release a follow-up, with James an indemand guitarist for a host of other acts. Most recently he has been touring
as part of Thurston Moore’s band.
“There’s been a lot of activity with the Thurston Moore Group over the
last few years,” explained James, talking to Nightshift ahead of his return
to his hometown for a first Nøught show since November 2010. “But I’ve
also spent a lot of time working with Nøught. The main news is that we
have a new drummer. It’s been a big change for the band and it took a
while for us to work up a set but from day one we all felt an immediate
chemistry. After a fairly long break from playing live we did our first gig
with the new line-up earlier this year; it almost feels like a new band. We
have a new set and some more new material on the way. We have enough
material written for at least three albums and there is more material being
written at the moment. Finishing off recordings is another matter but it is
our top priority, believe it or not
“It’s always really good to come back to Oxford. I have a lot of friends
who live there and my first serious musical endeavours took place in and
around Oxford so it’s a significant place for me. The scene in Oxford is
always vibrant so it’s interesting to come back and see what’s happening.
“Our set at Audioscope will mainly consist of completely new things. If
you’ve seen us live in the last few years or so you might recognise some
of what we play, but even then it’s likely to be a reworking of the way we
used to do it.”
Nøught will be joined at Audioscope by Tomaga, Ben Duvall from ExEaster Island Head, and no-wave guitar legend Rhys Chatham, who will
be playing his seminal work `Guitar Trio’ with a band made up of members
of Young Knives, Ride, A Suitable Case For Treatment, Kancho!, Listing
Ships, Kid Kin and more.
Tickets for the show, priced, £7, are on sale now at Wegottickets.com.
to launch their Christmas single.
The band play the Tavern on
Wednesday 21st December. Advance
tickets are just £4. Find out more at
zurichofficial.co.uk.
BROOKES UNIVERSITY’S
HAND CLINIC has opened itself
up to the public and is offering
assessments and treatments for
local musicians suffering from RSI,
arthritis or injuries. The Wednesday
surgeries on Marston Road cost
£65 for a 50-minute consultation.
Call 01865 485250 or email
handclinic@brookes.ac.uk to book
an appointment. Visit www.shs.
brookes.ac.uk/hand-clinic to find
out more.

AS EVER, don’t forget to tune into
BBC Oxford Introducing every
Saturday night between 8-9pm on
95.2fm. The dedicated local music
show plays the best Oxford releases
and demos as well as featuring
interviews and sessions with local
acts. The show is available to stream
or download as a podcast at
bbc.co.uk/oxford.
OXFORD GIGBOT provides a
regular local gig listing update on
Twitter (@oxgigbot), bringing you
new gigs as soon as they go live.
They also provide a free weekly
listings email. Just
contact oxgigbot@datasalon.com
to join.

A Quiet Word With

The Balkan Wanderers

“I really wanted to form a band that
would make people dance.”
So says Stu Wigby,
guitarist and singer with The Balkan
Wanderers. And he’s got his wish.
We’re at Oxjam as it reaches its finale
and The Balkan Wanderers are playing
to a venue so packed that punters stuck
outside the hall are craning to catch
them through doors and windows.
Everyone is dancing. Not since The
Original Rabbit Foot Spasm Band has
an Oxford band been so naturally adept
at getting a party started.
The Balkan Wanderers
formed in 2013 when Stu met fellow
PhD student Antica Culina, from
Croatia. He was studying the sex lives
of insects, she was studying birds.
Antica wanted to sing some Balkan
songs at local open mic nights, Stu
had a guitar and had played a few
solo sets around town. The bond was
formed and the band came together
as the pair were joined firstly by
clarinettist Clare Heaviside, then two
German PhD students, Marc Witte,
on bass, and drummer Rene Niehus.
When Rene left the UK for sunnier
climes she was replaced by current
stickswoman Emma Coombs.
Even in such an
international, multi-cultural city
as Oxford, The Balkan Wanderers
– punningly named after Bolton’s
football club – are out on their own,
fusing traditional Balkan, gypsy and
klezmer music with ska and a bit
of punked-up indie. If they started
life playing traditional songs from
Antica’s homeland at parties and the
occasional wedding, they rapidly

upped their game, writing their own
songs and making their mark on the
local gig circuit, opening the Punt in
2015 and providing the rousing finale
to the local acts stage at Common
People in May. And of course, right
now, bringing Oxjam to its feet.
After a brace of self-released EPs last
year – `Pride’ and `So It Goes’ – the
quintet launch their third collection
of songs, `Citizens of Nowhere’,
with a headline show at The Jericho
Tavern on the 19th November.
The five-song EP’s title is a direct
reference to Theresa May’s jibe at
the Conservative party conference
about people who consider themselves
citizens of the world rather than
a single country and reflects the
international nature of the group’s
line-up.
It’s not the band’s first foray into
political statements; their song
`Land’ faced down prejudice against
migrants. But what The Balkan
Wanders do best is bring the party,
and the launch gig will be the biggest
celebration yet of their musical
prowess. Heck, the fact they’ve
picked Vienna Ditto to support them
shows just how confident they are
about getting an audience onside –
few bands could follow that act’s
heroically crazed performance.
So anyway, time to meet
The Balkan Wanderers and learn
first how Antica got into music and
how she managed to find four other
musicians in Oxford who shared her
passion for the music of the Balkans;
it’s not a style of music that’s ever
been particularly widely appreciated
round these parts.
ANTICA: “As a kid, I mostly

listened to my mum singing songs
from different singers from Bosnia.
Balkan music is very embedded in the
everyday life, so it was more often
that you would just be in the company
that sings it, rather than putting on the
radio. And I think this is what gives
you the real feel for it.
“Balkan music just gets you – and
if it does, then it is very easy to spot
the other person with the feel. If you
have grown up exposed to this kind
of music and the feelings it evokes,
you just need to have it in your life,
and that is how I located Stu. Also,
Balkan music is very rhythmical,
and any person who loves these kind
of rhythmical challenges can also
get easily into it. It seems to me that
all of us had some kind of a feel for
this kind of music, not necessary the
experience with it, and that is what
worked in the end – we merged the
original Balkan feel with other styles
that different members knew the best.
STU: “Initially I was thinking about
forming a ska band, because I’ve
spent many happy nights skanking at
gigs, but when I started playing music
with Antica, the penny dropped:
no-one can resist the energy of
Balkan music. Clare’s clarinet fits
the style perfectly, and crosses over
with klezmer. Rene brought in jazz
influences, and Marc’s an incredibly
inventive bass player who bores
easily. Emma now brings reggae and
pop influences, and recently Clare’s
tenor sax lends itself to some of the
more rock or ska sounding songs.”
CLARE: “There are so many bands
in Oxford that some are necessarily
slightly different from the norm, with
either unusual instruments or with
particular sounds such as hints of

eastern, or reggae styles. There are
often decent visiting ska or Balkan
bands, and Bossaphonik is invariably
a great night. The people of Oxford
are up for a taste of the unusual.”
MARC: “Oxford is a great place for
amateur musicians, as it allows you
to get in touch with so many different
people doing all sorts of interesting
bands and projects. I’m not sure if this
would have been possible in another
city, at least not as easily.”
Fusion music in its myriad
forms is nothing new to local
audiences but we’ve never had
such a strong Balkan-inspired band
in Oxford; for any newcomers to
Balkan music, what can they expect
from The Balkan Wanderers and
what would they say are the chief
differences between Balkan music and
mainstream British pop and rock?
ANTICA: “Balkan music, the same
as Balkan history, is very complex
and it mystically interconnects many
influences and experiences from
people of different cultures. It may
sometimes appear to be brash and
simple, even primitive – but if you
listen beyond the notes you will
hear it has a warm tone of southern
subtlety and delicacy.”
STU: “As a Brit – mainly used to
Western pop and rock – some Balkan
music sounded quite unfamiliar to
me at first. For example songs with
7/8 timing, the use of the Phrygian
dominant scale, and some quite
discordant-sounding close harmonies.
But in our gigs we tend to focus
on the West-friendly side of things
in our covers of Balkan tunes, or
Balkanization of pop tunes, so mainly
people can simply expect songs to

dance and sing along to.”
A number of bands have fused
Balkan music with other styles, like
the dance fusion of Balkan Beatbox
and Shantel, and the punk stylings of
Gogol Bordello; does this enhance or
detract from the genre’s roots?
ANTICA: “I would say neither. From
a technical point of view, there are
several recognizable Balkan rhythms
and scales, and many of these bands
concentrate on that part of the style.
Merging this with more modern
expressions induces a kind of trance
like state in the listener. However,
there is another important component
of the original Balkan music: its deep
connection with the inner us, with
the feeling, and this part reflects the
beautiful and sad history of the area.”
STU: “Music genres evolve and
mix up styles – it’s what they do.
I personally love the way Balkan
Beatbox, Shantel and Gogol Bordello
meld influences and create something
new, and others artists such as
Dubioza Kolektiv, Gypsy.Cz and,
closer to home, The Penny Black
Remedy. I know that some artists
have incurred criticism, such as Goran
Bregović, who has been accused of
robbing Gypsy musicians of their
melodies. It’s obviously important that
populations benefit from their own
cultural heritage, but so many more
people are exposed to the genre by
artists that popularize Balkan styles
that there must be a lot of good to
come out of it as well.
You yourselves bring elements of ska,
punk and indie to the style; how do
you think those fit in with traditional
Balkan music?
ANTICA: “Fast and energetic – punk,
rhythmic – ska; indie – it doesn’t.
We have taken the essence of the
traditional Balkan music and bred it
with the northern progressiveness and
energy. It is interesting to play around
these more modern styles while still
keeping the Balkan core – sometimes
we don’t manage, but it’s still fun!”
STU: “Ska-punk and fast Balkan
tunes have very similar rhythms and
tempos, so to me they’re an obvious
match. Melodic-hardcore punk is
pretty much just Balkan wedding
party songs but with dirty guitars
instead of accordions. Antica’s right in
that indie doesn’t seem to fit naturally,
but me and Clare grew up indie kids
so it creeps into the songwriting and
overall sound. I guess that’s part of
what makes us sound a bit different
from some of the other Balkaninfluenced bands out there.”
You quote Supergrass as an influence;
how much if at all has the Oxford
scene and its bands helped shape you?
Which, if any, other local acts do you
feel some affinity with?
STU: “Antica has no idea who
Supergrass are! But me and Clare
grew up big fans of Supergrass and
Radiohead. Since moving to Oxford
from London a few years ago it’s
been the less famous – but in my view

equally rewarding – local artists that
that have inspired us.
MARC: “90s UK indie bands have
really influenced my taste of music –
without me even knowing that many
of them were from Oxford. When I
ran into Thom Yorke at a local coffee
shop once, I almost got a heart attack.
Then I tried to unsuccessfully pitch
the Balkan Wanderers to him…”
How readily do you feel you’ve been
accepted onto the local gig scene?
STU: “With much more enthusiasm
than we ever anticipated! I remember
playing our first gig for Moshka at
the Wheatsheaf, which had a pretty
eclectic line-up, and seeing people
dancing and cheering and thinking
`wow, people seem to like us, this is
great!’ I’d instantly achieved my goal
of having a band that makes people
dance, and I don’t think we’ve failed
to get people on their feet since.”

lightweight, poppy `Candy Floss’,
to the raucous indie and ska-driven
`Summer’ to the EP’s highlight, `I’ll
Write You A Song’, a track steeped
in its folk roots and infused with
jazzy vibes. While Antica’s rich,
heavily-accented voice is The Balkan
Wanderers’ centrepiece, and most
instantly defining characteristic, it’s
often Clare’s clarinet, and on the new
record tenor sax, that is the star of the
show, providing the playful melodic
lead.
The band themselves see it as their
best work to date.
ANTICA: “It’s more ripe, the sound
is stronger and more confident in itself
than before. Also, it is a bit further
from our original style mix.”
STU: “It’s still distinctly Balkan
Wanderers but I think we’re feeling
free to write and arrange songs
without having to worry that we have

“Our song themes range from the sea,
nature, lost love, and seizing the moment, to
faking your own death, and a song written
from the perspective of pubic lice.”
Of course the very term
Balkan music is a misnomer. The
Balkans is a disparate geographical
and cultural area and influences range
from across all points of the former
Austro-Hungarian and Ottoman
Empires and beyond, from St.
Petersburg to Split; from Prague to
Cappadocia; the church is broad. So,
what makes Balkan music Balkan? Is
it a style or a geographical label?
ANTICA: “It is the style. The more
complicated answer is that style grows
from mix of people and from the
history. Balkan has always been, by its
geographical position, at the intersect
of different cultures and influences.
This had an impact on heterogeneous
historical inheritance that has shaped
the music too.”
Do Croatia, Bosnia, Serbia etc.
have different styles and are they
very different from, say, Turkish or
Ukrainian music?
ANTICA: “Styles do not really
differ by states, but rather by regions.
Because the borders, and the flow of
people, were very fluid and borders
were moved all the times, it is difficult
to even say where these borders are.
So maybe we can talk about the core
areas. Regarding Turkish music, yes
– some of the origins are Turkish,
that came with the Turk conquerors.
This led to the most beautiful style in
Bosnian and Macedonian. Croatia has
always produced beautiful songs in
other ethnic styles: in Dalmatia and in
the north.”
The depth and range of
these diverse influence, and other
western influence, are apparent
across the band’s new EP, from the

to have a certain sound. So we’ve
ended up with tracks, ranging from
jazzy to punky, but all with more or
less Balkan undertones. It’s quite
a diverse mix, which reflects that
multiple band members have written
the songs.”
CLARE: “I think Antica is right,
this EP reflects us feeling confident,
and enjoying what we are doing. It’s
definitely a lively record, which you
can dance to, especially `Tropical
Moonlight’, which has a great drum
bit from Emma, and maybe you could
get a lighter out and wave it around
for `I’ll Write You A Song’.”
MARC: “It’s the Balkan Wanderers’
coming-of-age record.”
Vocally Antica switches between
English and Croatian, which adds yet
more variety to the band’s sound. We
wonder if she has to translate for the
band or do they prefer to remain in the
dark as to what the lyrics mean?
ANTICA: “When I sing in Croatian
the band members can never know
what I sing. So, during the rehearsals
I can tell them what I really think
about them. No seriously, I’m not
always that horrible, and I actually do
translate most of my lyrics. Knowing
the lyrics can help the musical
interpretation, so it is important that
everyone is on the same page. When
I am not at the rehearsal, I was told
that Stu is trying to sing my parts in
something that might be interpreted
as a Croatian. Iskreno, mislim da Stu
treba nauciti govoriti Hrvatski!”
STU: “I can do a brilliant
impersonation of Antica! Brilliant!”
CLARE: “We enjoy hearing Stu’s
high-pitched Croatian singing in
rehearsals when Antica is absent, but

we’ve persuaded him not to try it out
on stage so far.”
MARC: “In my view, our first
German song is long overdue, but I
failed to convince any of the others
so far. Even though German and
Croatian can clearly compete in the
share of consonants per word – it
should be a natural fit!”
Talking of lyrics, the general vibe
of the band is very upbeat – do the
lyrics fit in with this or would we be
shocked to understand more?
ANTICA: “They fit, and no, you
wouldn’t feel shocked, maybe just
emotionally enriched and elevated.”
CLARE: “We have songs with
themes ranging from the sea, nature,
lost opportunities, lost love, and
seizing the moment, to more direct
topics like faking your own death,
like that chap with the canoe, and a
song written from the perspective of
pubic lice. We are generally pretty
upbeat.”
Upbeat or not, one thing
that does get The Balkan Wanderers
vexed is the Brexit vote and its fallout, particularly the rise in racism.
Unsurprising given their backgrounds
and love for an international sound,
they weren’t happy with the result.
STU: “It’s hit us pretty hard to
be honest, it’s really grim. It will
certainly do nothing to make
pan-European bands like us more
common, or help us to keep going.
And the rhetoric from the current
government is just horrifying. I could
easily fill the whole interview with a
Brexit rant, so I’d best leave it there.”
ANTICA: “I had hoped to get back
to Croatia as a rich person, but
my savings in sterling have been
significantly diminished recently.”
We don’t want to leave
on a downer though; The Balkan
Wanderers are about celebration:
celebrating musical and cultural
diversity; celebrating being together
as part of a joyous party. Just
celebrating, really. Join them on the
19th and dance yourself dizzy. Maybe
learn some Croatian and sing along.
But finally – that name. Are any
of The Balkan Wanderers actually
Bolton Wanderers fans? And is the
band name the worst pun in band
name history?
STU: “Some of the band at least
know who the Bolton Wanderers are
… but no, I’m a Canaries boy.
There’s a band from Nottingham
called Hallouminati – I think they
might win the puns.”
CLARE: “I’m not sure I understand
what you mean by ‘worst’ pun there.”
MARC: “Oh no, I just Googled
`worst band name puns’. Now I
wanna die. Harmonica Lewinsky!”
The Balkan Wanders play The
Jericho Tavern on Saturday
19th November. Hear them at
thebalkanwanderers.bandcamp.com

RELEASED
VIENNA DITTO
`Busted Flush EP’
(Ubiquity Project)

God we love Vienna Ditto round here. On stage
they carry with them a sense of utter chaos that
makes you think everything’s about to fall apart
in the messiest fashion possible but also makes
them indisputably one of the most exciting live
acts around, while on record they have a sense
of decorum and exotic understatement that’s
completely at odds with all that onstage carnage.
Also, they have a wonderful knack of coming back
on a regular basis with a new batch of songs that
are two steps forward and another step to the left
of what came before, all the while still sounding
like Vienna Ditto. Not bad for a duo armed with
a shopping trolley (seriously) of almost junk
instruments and no idea how to behave sensibly.
But just feel the glamour of title track `Busted
Flush’ here: all synthetic plucked and marching
strings, tarantella rhythm, synth squelches and
Hattie Taylor’s seductive, serpentine jazz croon.
It’s woozy yet strident and sounds like it’s being
beamed down simultaneously from a smoky 1930s
jazz bar and a 25th Century space station. It’s Billie
Holiday if she was a futuristic alien diva, and it
oozes sleazy glamour. `Barracuda’, meanwhile,
turns Suicide’s grim, steely synthabilly pulse into

a slinky, playful jazz-pop standard, while `Boy
Meets Wolf’ is a creepy, gnarly, sugar-sweet,
gothic, gossamer-thin dance of the seven veils.
We’ve said it before but maybe you haven’t
been paying enough attention: Vienna Ditto are
an absolute jewel of a band, a real treasure: an
electronic band with soul, a dark heart and a sense
of mischief. In a sterile, polished to buggery world
of music, their gigs are an example of how great
pop music should be played, and this EP is a
lesson in simple pop brilliance.
Dale Kattack
deserves an audience every bit as big as these
landscapes.
Rob Langham

With a serious body of work behind him now,
including the superb `New Day at Dusk’ LP and
an appearance on this year’s `We Do Not Have A
Dinosaur’ compilation, Peter Lloyd, who is Kid
Kin, has perhaps decided that it’s time to make
a statement. The result is `Masterclash’, a single
release chiming in at just shy of nine minutes,
featuring fifty different instruments and eighteen
months in the making.
And what a statement it is – a thrilling crescendo
of swirling, soaring guitars and intricate keyboard
circuitry – over several different movements,
the sound builds to create one of those fabled
cathedrals of sound that Ride and others among
Oxford’s finest worshipped in back in the day.
The overwhelming touchstone is Sigur Rós, and
in particular the Icelandic band’s commercial
breakthrough, `Takk’. That the most euphoric
moment on that classic album, `Hoppípolla’
ended up sound tracking everything from a
corporate video for Marks & Spencer to Bobby
Charlton’s receipt of a lifetime achievement
award did little to neuter its appeal and the same
goes for `Masterclash’ – intended, you sense, to
be played very loud, probably distorted, and with
a nod to Lloyd’s visceral, paint-stripping set at
the Oxford Punt in 2014 – a time when he really
took the mufflers off.
`Masterclash’ is the kind of exultant exercise in
symphony that one hears providing atmosphere
for movies such as Beasts of the Southern Wild
or Captain Fantastic, the perfect accompaniment
to scenes of jagged-tooth mountains, shimmering
deltas and verdant forests of evergreen. It

1000 CHAINS
`1000 Chains’
(Self released)

Formed by ex members of Black Candy,
Mindsurfer, Days of Grace and Near Life
Experience, 1000 Chains have some serious local
heavyweight pedigree, and there are recognisable
elements of all those acts in the new band’s sound,
which joins the dots between classic thrash, djent,
nu-metal and early 80s metal. The twin guitar
attack of EP opener `Conspiracy Fact’ initially
recalls Iron Maiden but comes tooled up and tech
savvy, so it’s harder and heavier and less rooted in
an early-80s sound, while the juggernaut tension
build and release of `There Can Only Be Pain’,
with its brooding thrash textures and almost
pastoral breakdown could be pure Metallica, but
singer Dave is no Hetffield, and his cleaner vocals
take the band closer to LA thrash vets Armored
Saint as they set off on a closing gallop into the
hills.
The sturdy, seamless mix and meld of metal
tropes makes 1000 Chains sound like a band
from metal’s early/mid-80s flowering bringing
themselves into the 21st Century. An emphasis on
melody combined with a strong technical edge
works in their favour for the most part, although
there’s a tendency very occasionally to wander
into ponderous displays of muso showing off,
which they could pare back for a leaner, more
dynamic sound.
Dale Kattack

RAWZ
`The Path’

CAMERON A.G.
`Homeward Bound’

Its release delayed since March this year,
Rawz’s third album finally sees the light of day,
accompanied by an elegant watercolour-style comic
strip that follows the album’s journey from birth to
death – and beyond.
Inspired by his preoccupying thoughts on life
and death `The Path’ is at once a simple cycle
of life narrative, a biblical allegory with hints of
Buddhism, and ultimately an existential meditation
on the meaning of everything. Not bad for an album
clocking in at under 40 minutes.
As much a spoken word artist and poet as a rapper,
Rawz’s delivery is precise, almost brittle by design,
most notably on album highlight `School Is A
Cage’, the backing consistently minimalist, often
little more than a looped plucked guitar line. From
woozy, electro-jazz to tripped-out and sombre, it’s
a mostly moody, contemplative piece, the brassy,
optimistic stab of `A Fresh Path’, with its teenage
hedonism and sense of invulnerability a rare escape
from thoughts of mortality. Once in a while, as on
`The Mountain’, it all lapses into something you
might half hear in the lobby of a holistic spa resort,
but it’s very much a lyrical album and if Rawz is
our guide along his path, he’s a companionable host.
Tellingly we reach the end of the path – death in
case you weren’t keeping up – on `The Glacier’,
three tracks before the end of the album; death
is not the end in this story. Here’s where it gets

Following on from his debut `Way Back Home’
EP at the start of the year, indie dreamboat
Cameron A G is back with this follow up
offering, `Homeward Bound’. Where his debut
release showcased his tremendous songwriting
talent, `Homeward Bound’ fleshes out Cameron’s
writing skills, supplementing them with rich
instrumentation and expansive production. His
entire sound has been kicked up a notch, with
booming riffs, clattering guitars and echoing
vocals, all adding to the aesthetic cacophony of
the EP.
The short release is over before you know it, in
a blur of shining electronics. Highlights come in
the 90s-infused album `Heroes’, a frothing pop
banger, with a chorus bigger and brighter than a
glass skyscraper. However, after three minutes
the sugary sweet track fizzles out instead of
closing with a huge finale, and this is an enduring
feature of the EP.
Title track `Homeward Bound’ is rich with slinky
guitars, and Cameron’s trademark lush vocals
crooning starkly honest lyrics; and whilst it’s
expertly produced, the drab bridge section and
fade out at the end of the track could do with a
shot of caffeine and having the energy amped up.
Still, `Homeward Bound’ is a strong offering,
shining a particular light on the elegant
production and intriguing instrumentation used
within his songwriting. Although the song
structures can drain a little of the energy from
them, this release leaves you with no doubt that
Cameron A. G. is a genuine musical force to be
reckoned with.
Hannah Mylrea Hemmings

(Inner Peace Records)

VARIOUS ARTISTS
`The Food Of Love
Project’
(Autolycus Records)

KID KIN
`Masterclash’
(Self released)

Sponsored by

“If music be the food of love, play on” is doubtless
one of the most misconstrued quotations from
English literature. Duke Orsino is not cueing up
some Illyrian bedroom jamz to get in the jiggy
mood, but in context of the speech he’s trying to
kill his romantic desires with music (whilst also
being a bit of an affected pouty flouncer, to be
honest). We wouldn’t like to predict whether the
participants in this compilation, co-curated by
Sebastian Reynolds’ PinDrop Publicity to help
celebrate the Shakespeare Oxford 2016 festival,
and featuring a strong Oxford contingent, realise
this but it must be said that this neo-folk album
has more to do with Shakespeare’s era than his
oeuvre; Alasdair Roberts admits the song he
sings is “referenced somewhat obliquely” by the
bard, which about sums up the approach. Still,
the conceptual underpinning to an album is less
important than its quality, and this is a strong
collection.
Highlights are Stornoway’s take on Carrol
O’Daly’s famous Gaelic love song `Eibhlin a
Riun’, a clean, dainty little gem of counterpoint
that sounds like something Johnny Trunk has
dredged up from eerie early 80s kids’ TV,
and Thomas Truax’s `Greensleeves’ which
reinvigorates the familiar tune as a Plaid-a-like
clockwork gamelan lullaby. Scottish singer Kirsty
Law’s lovely lilting drone and voice piece is the
most traditional here, balanced nicely by The
Children Of The Midnight Chimes, who sound like
a Russian choir going down a plughole (ie. great).
Only Mann Castell’s `Peg-a-Ramsey/ Yellow
Horse’ is a let-down, some drunks mumbling in
a culvert which no amount of ghostly reverb or
flagrant Autotune can salvage: clear the taste away
with Brickwork Lizard’s good-natured take on
`Fortune My Foe’, which ends by tossing the tune
into a raucous tavern in which the weird sisters
themselves may well be pouring the pints.
This may not be Oxford’s musical response to
Shakespeare’s universal drama and glorious poetry
– we’d suggest Borderville and Bug Prentice head
the bill for that one – but it’s a recommended
listen. A hit, a very palpable hit.
David Murphy

JAMIE HYATT
`Elstree1976 OST’
(Beard Museum)

Elstree 1976 is the latest film by director Jon Spira,
who made the excellent Anyone Can Play Guitar
documentary about the Oxford music scene in
2011. Elstree finds him interviewing a selection of
actors who played – mostly minor – characters in
the original Star Wars movie and explores how such
things can change people’s lives in different ways.
Jamie Hyatt is better known as frontman for local
indie band The Family Machine, whose `Flowers
By The Roadside’ single was accompanied by a
video made by… Jon Spira. So the pair have history
together, hence Jamie was called upon to create a
soundtrack to Jon’s new film.
Soundtracks taken out of context can
understandably feel lacking,and it doesn’t help
that we’ve yet to see the film, but Jamie is a skilled
songwriter, so we’ve high hopes. The majority of
the fourteen tracks here are instrumental and the
mood is predominantly downbeat, often sombre,
which perhaps reflects the fortunes of the film’s

(Self released)

more philosophical. The autumnal `Plastic Roses’
accepts death with the lines “A true rose don’t last
forever / A false rose holds no truth’, while the
albums closer asks `Do you believe there’s a point
to it all?’.
The metaphors and big questions are a bit heavy
handed at times, it has to be admitted, but while
Nick Cave spends much of `Skeleton Tree’ (to
which `The Path’; is closer than it is to most other
hip hop albums you’ll hear this year) couching
such meditations in dark, abstract imagery, Rawz’s
face-on lyrical approach, stripped-down music and
openness makes it a thoughtful, intelligent addition
to the whole canon of “what’s it all about?”
records over the years.
Ian Chesterton
subjects (at best the treadmill of fan conventions, at
worst simply forgotten). There’s elegance though
in tracks like `Laurie’, even a sense of hope, while
the track `Elstree 1976’ itself is playfully cluttered.
Elsewhere there is queasy electronic funk set
against gentle bucolic reveries and microtonal
drones, with elements of Vangelis, Steve Reich,
Eno and the whole gamut of Scandi minimalists at
play. Jamie’s vocal numbers, `Voices’ and `Sunday
Song’, reveal his instantly recognisable voice –
cracked, fragile, introspective, and could be taken
from a stripped-down incarnation of The Family
Machine, while the line “How come there’s so
much junk under my bed?” could be the collected
detritus of a Star Wars fanatic, or, more figuratively,
the memories and regrets of the film’s stars.
It’s genuinely hard to fully appraise the album
without knowing the film; as a whole it just
about stands together but definitely feels like it
needs its visuals, while the strongest, most fully
rounded pieces, like `Move Along’, carry genuine
poignancy.
Dale Kattack

SEBASTIAN REYNOLDS
Mahajanaka
(Pindrop)

In a world riven by political turbulence, climate
change, societal breakdown and capitalist
avarice, ‘Mahajanaka’ is a 209-second-long
moment of calm, a space for reflection and
centring. Respectfully reworking and looping
samples of Thai pop band the Krajidrid Band,
recorded in Bangkok during a research trip,
Reynolds creates a gamelan-like flotation tank
of sound. Gently chiming bell sounds flutter and
waver amongst a subtle, rich electronic backdrop,
and a heartbeat-like bass note punctuates and
provides gentle structure. The wordless result is a
short, but focussed, piece of modern ambient

composition. Reynolds – who’s whirled around
Oxford’s music scene for many years as a
musician, promoter, remixer and cosmic bon
vivant – is in the process of creating a largerscale piece that will explore the stories of the
Buddha. In the hands of many that could be a
crass, opportunistic mash-up of Western and
Eastern historical and musical traditions. On the
basis of ‘Mahajanaka’, which sounds genuinely
otherworldly and unconcerned with musical
trends or box-ticking, it could result in something
very special.
Simon Minter

GIG GUIDE
TUESDAY 1st

NICCOLÖ FABI: O2 Academy – Delicate,
minimalist acoustic pop from Italian singersongwriter Fabi, over in the UK to tour his album
`Una Somma di Piccole Cos’, his ninth in a 20
year career.
LOCAL NATIVES: O2 Academy – Sub-Foals
funky twinkle-pop for anyone who finds Coldplay
or Bastille too dangerous from the LA quintet,
back in the UK to promote third album `Sunlit
Yawn’… sorry, `Sunlit Youth’.
THE HUGH TURNER BAND: The Bullingdon
– Funky jazz from Turner and chums at the
Bully’s free weekly jazz club.
JESS HALL + THE EPSTEIN + ROSETTA
FIRE: Old Fire Station – The final Listening
Room show of 2016 features a homecoming
show for singer Jess Hall, her sweet, pure folkpop awash with love, longing and stories of the
sea. Wilderness of a different kind from folkrockers The Epstein, their songs, inspired by The

Wednesday 2nd

THE WYTCHES:
O2 Academy

A shame this gig isn’t two nights earlier, as
The Wytches would be a good soundtrack to
a Halloween party, what with new album `All
Your Happy Life’ boasting tracks with titles
like `Bone Weary’, `Crest of Death’ and `A
Dead Night Again’. The Wytches’ nu-psych
surf-rock takes a turn for the heavier and
sludgier on, `All Your Happy Life’, produced
by The Bad Seeds and Grinderman’s Jim
Sclavunos, whose production technique (play
it live, play it loud) brings out the noisier,
nastier side of the band. The Brighton trio,
led by the sullenly aggressive vocals and
guitar of Kristian Bell, are now a quartet
and having helped spearhead a new wave
of dark-edged psychedelia – a yang to
labelmates Temples’ yin – they’ve become
an influence on a new wave of young bands,
not least our own Slate Hearts and Cherokii,
making a molten brew out of their influences
that include The Stones, Birthday Party,
Nirvana, The Horrors and Dick Dale. Heavy
and nasty as they can be, The Wytches’ have
a way with a great tune, which makes them
prime contenders for crossover success – at
least for people who enjoy a tasty bout of
short, sharp, smack-in-the-teeth garage rock.
Which, frankly, should be everyone.

NOVEMBER
Waterboys and the great American songbook, rich
with forests and wide open skies.
PRESS VOLUME 1: The Cellar – New
underground acid and techno club night.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The James
Street Tavern – Weekly open mic club.
OSPREY & FRIENDS: St Aldate’s Tavern –
Local blues veteran Osprey kicks out the jams
with assorted chums.
UNCLE LUCIUS + MUDDY JOHNSON:
Fat Lil’s, Witney – Bluesy Americana and roots
rocking from the Austin, Texas band, in the UK as
guests of the excellent Empty Room Promotions.
Support from Witney duo Muddy Johnson,
playing a diverse range of covers, from Robert
Johnson, Johnny Cash and Elvis to 90s alt.rock
and Flight of the Conchords.

WEDNESDAY 2nd

THE WYTCHES: O2 Academy – Brighton’s
scuzz-rockers gonna put a spell on you – see main
preview
SCOUT KILLERS + BLITZKRIEG CITY +
DAILY THOMPSON: The Bullingdon – Dark,
atmospheric alt.rocking inspired by Pearl Jam,
Queens of the Stone Age and Chili Peppers
from Bathy/Bristol outfit Scout Killers, on tour
to promote their debut album and joined by
raucous folk-punk neighbours Blitzkrieg City,
plus Dortmund’s grungy fuzz-rockers Daily
Thompson.
BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: The Cellar –
Alternative 80s, new wave, disco, glam and synthpop club night.

THURSDAY 3rd

DANCE GAVIN DANCE + GOOD TIGER +
JOHNNY CRAIG: O2 Academy – California’s
ambitiously flexible post-hardcore stars head
out on a sort of greatest hits tour, playing tracks
from a new fans-selected live album, with various
current and former members reconvening for
the occasion, the band drawing comparisons to
Alexisonfire and Circa Survive as well as The
Mars Volta on occasions.
TRAAMS: The Bullingdon – Great uptight,
chaotic, motorik noise from Chichester’s
Traams, touring their `Modern Dancing’ album,
produced by Hookworms’ MJ for FatCat Records,
the band’s euphoric mess of sound taking in
influences from Foals and The Fall to Neu!, Sonic
Youth and Pavement.
DALE WATSON: Oxford Golf Club – More
high-quality Americana courtesy of Empty
Room promotions tonight with the return of
travelling troubadour Dale Watson, self-styled
guardian of authentic vintage country and a
man who’s become a long-standing critics’
favourite and cult concern for the vitality he’s
brought to traditional sounds. Having escaped
childhood poverty in Texas through music –
he was playing clubs from the age of twelve

– Watson has frequently relocated, from LA,
where he was part of the legendary Palomino
Club’s house band, to Nashville and on to Austin,
he’s become a recognisably tattooed figure of
fiercely independence standing against the glossy
modernisation of country music. Along the way
he’s developed a style he calls Ameripolitan
whose roots lie in classic country, rockabilly and
truck driving songs. While he’s possibly more
successful in the UK and around Europe, his
enviable back catalogue, dating back to the early90s and including most recent album `Chicken
Shit Bingo – Live at the Big T Roadhouse’, has
earned him a small army of dedicated fans at
home and abroad.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre – Oxford’s longest running
open club night, showcasing singers, musicians,
poets, storytellers and performance artists every
week.
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half Moon
– Weekly open mic night.
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure –
Weekly acoustic open session.
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel, Sandford
– Open blues jam.

FRIDAY 4th

AUDIOSCOPE with NOUGHT + TOMAGA
+ BEN DUVALL + RHYS CHATHAM’S
GUITAR ORCHESTRA: The Bullingdon – A
downsized Audioscope brings the experimental
guitar noise in aid of Shelter – see main preview
HIDDEN CHARMS + THE VRYLL
SOCIETY: O2 Academy – Bluesy psychedelic
pop with a heavy 60s and early 70s vibe from
London’s Hidden Charms, out on tour in the wake
of their new single `Cannonball’ and joined by
Deltasonic labelmates Vryll Society, back in town
after supporting Blossoms here earlier in the year.
KLUB KAKOFANNEY with CHASING
DAYLIGHT + HEAD OF STEAM + CORA
PEARL + MR G & RICH: The Wheatsheaf –
After last month’s 25th anniversary celebrations,
Klub Kakofanney settle in for the next quarter
of a century with their regular first Friday of
the month. Tonight they host local Britpoppers
Chasing Daylight, inspired by The Beatles and
Kinks as well as Blur and Oasis, as well as being
the only Oxford band so far as we know with their
own brand of marmalade. Singer Cora Pearl joins
the party, fresh from her showing at Oxjam.
WAY TOO GULLY: The Cellar – The club night
celebrates 20 years of CIA Recordings with Total
Science, DLR, Rich Raw and Mark B. Hosted by
Sandman MC.
DEADBEAT APOSTLES + SONGS
& SUPPER ROOMS + SELF HELP +
JINJACOOZE: The Jericho Tavern – It’s All
About the Music local bands showcase.
SOFAR SOUNDS: Secret venue – The Oxford
branch of the global pop-up gig movement Sofar
Sounds host another show, featuring acts to be
confirmed, at a venue to be confirmed. So now
you know – sign up and find out what’s in store.
SPARKY’S SPONTANEOUS SHOWCASE

& SPOTLGHT JAM: James Street Tavern –
Sparky and chums host their monthly bands night,
with sets from Baxter, Mark Atherton & Friends
and Missing Persians.
UUSIKUU: Linacre College Dining Hall –
Finnish tango and foxtrot from Uusikuu, touring
new album `Suomi-Neito’ and playing alongside
theatre company Justice In Motion.
FAUX FIGHTERS: Fat Lil’s, Witney – One of
the world’s better named tribute bands.

SATURDAY 5th

LEADER + CLUB DRIVE + ADDITIVES
+ DELIRIUM: O2 Academy – Big, bold,
stadium-proportioned rock and intimate pop
balladry from local favourites Leader, back at the
O2 after selling the place out earlier in the year,
currently touring new single `Chasing You’, the

Friday 4th

AUDIOSCOPE:
The Bullingdon

In place of the traditional annual Audioscope
all-day festival, which has long been a
highlight of the entire gig calendar, this
year we get a more compact event, but one
that comes stamped with the organisers’
mark of leftfield musical quality. Atop this
evening’s bill the quality comes in the form
of former Oxford cult heroes NOUGHT, led
by guitar virtuoso James Sedwards (pictured)
– currently part of Thurston Moore’s band
and a man who can conjure noises from a
guitar most humans didn’t realise existed. A
leader in his field for 20 years now, mixing
influences from alternative rock, hardcore,
jazz, post-rock, improv and beyond, with
Nought he creates an instrumental noise
storm forged in Hell but sent from Heaven.
Nought are joined tonight by TOMAGA
– one half of The Oscillation – with an
alternately lysergic and propulsive mix of
guitar and electronica, plus Ex-Easter Island
Head leader BEN DUVALL, performing
a new composition for treated guitars, FM
radio and vibration speakers. But the real
treat could be no wave and avante garde
guitarist and composer RHYS CHATHAM,
tonight performing his seminal 1977 work
`Guitar Trio’ with an orchestra of Oxford
guitarists that features Henry and Thomas
Dartnall from Young Knives; Mike Chilcott
from Kancho!, Stuart Fowkes from Listing
Ships; Jimmy Hetherington from Suitable
Case For Treatment and Komrad; Peter Lloyd
from Kid Kin; Ben Ulph from Eeebleee and
Thumb Quintet and Tim Waterfield from
Karhide, as well as Ride’s Loz Colbert on
drums. Unmissable. As ever, all profits go to
homeless charity Shelter.

dynamic highlight of their recent EP, the band
mixing the epic sounds of U2, Biffy Clyro and
Simple Minds with the softer pop sensibilities of
Jeff Buckley and Coldplay. Tonight’s supporting
cast features Hertfordshire’s lightweight funkrockers Club Drive; local indie crew Additives
and Warwickshire’s funky rock and r’n’b outfit
Delirium.
ROB TOGNONI + HELL’S GAZELLES: The
Bullingdon – The Tasmanian blues devil returns
to the Haven Club, displaying the powerful and
versatile electric style that’s served him well
in his 30-plus years on the road, his powerful
electric style owing much to Hendrix and Stevie
Ray Vaughan. Melodic hard rocking with a
punk attitude from local stars on the rise Hell’s
Gazelles.
AIRWAYS: The Cellar – Chunky indie blues
from the Peterborough band, out on tour to
promote new single `On Foot’.
CRIMSON TUSK + INDICA BLUES +
VILLIE & VILE + HOPE BURDEN: The
Wheatsheaf – Heavyweight groove-rock and
psychedelia from Crimson Tusk and behemoth
stoner-blues from Indica Blues.
SIMPLE featuring HAPPA & LONE: The
Bullingdon – House and techno club night
with 90s hip hop and old school house-inspired
producer Lone, fresh from releasing his new
album `Levitate, having previously remixed
Radiohead, Friendly Fires and Disclosure.
FREERANGE presents WHAT YOU CALL
IT, GARAGE?: The Cellar – UK garage, grime
and bassline club night playing new underground
sounds.
GLUEMAN + FLATLANDS + RAS
BROTHER JOHN: The Jericho Tavern – It’s
All About the Music local bands showcase.
KING B: Victoria Arms, Old Marston –
Goodtime rocking blues from the local regulars.
W.A.M: Fat Lil’s, Witney – Ska-punk tribute
band.

SUNDAY 6th

ALIEN ANT FARM: O2 Academy – The
90s nu-metal survivors, best known for their
supercharged take on Michael Jackson’s `Smooth
Criminal’, return for a 20th anniversary tour and
their first album in almost a decade - `Always &
Forever’, which sees their mix of metalcore and
pop-punk infused with more balladry and a cover
of Franz Ferdinand’s `Take Me Out’.
TIGERCUB: The Bullingdon – Raw and
raucous nu-grunge noise from Brighton’s
Tigercub, heavily inspired by Nirvana and Queens
of the Stone-Age.
BEARD OF DESTINY + FRANKLIN’S
TOWER + SOUTH OXFORD QUARTET +
GLENDALE TRAIN: Donnington Community
Centre (6pm) – Free early evening of live music,
with blues duo Beard of Destiny; Grateful Dead
tribute Franklin’s Tower; brass ensemble South
Oxford Quartet and guitarist Mike Abbot’s new
band Glendale Train.

MONDAY 7th

URANIUM CLUB + LUCY LEAVE + GRUB
+ BASIC DICKS: The Library – Agitated,
minimalist punk in the vein of early Wire and
Devo and Total Control from Uranium Club at
tonight’s Smash Disco show, the Minneapolis
band over in the UK to play the Static Shock
Records weekender. Great local support from
weird, wonderful and wonky noise crew Lucy
Leave; fuzzed-up slacker punk, garage-rock and

Wednesday 9th

THREE TRAPPED
TIGERS: O2 Academy

The initial idea behind Three Trapped
Tigers was classically-trained pianist Tom
Rogerson’s desire, having discovered Aphex
Twin, his first foray beyond classical music,
to make intelligent dance music using organic
instruments. What the band have become
goes well beyond that remit. A trio based in
London who formed in 2007 and have hosted
their own regular improv nights as well as
working with the likes of Eno, Underworld
and Roots Manuva over the years, Three
Trapped Tigers are way-out prog-rock for
the electronica generation – progtronica if
you really want to. Along with Adam Betts’
restless, inventive rhythms and the huge,
sprawling synth lines, are Matt Calvert’s
giant, hammerblow riffs, and combined
everything sounds monstrously over the top
and brilliantly clever, as if Emerson, Lake
and Palmer and King Crimson had got stoned
with Battles and 65Daysofstatic and decided
to make a sprawling prog concept album
based on the works of Richard D James.
It shouldn’t work, but it does. It’s hugely
overblown at times but that doesn’t matter,
because it’s fun and done with a flourish.
After the success of 2011’s debut album
`Route One Or Die’, the trio have returned
with follow-up `Silent Earthling’ and another
collection of trips into strange new places.
psychedelia from Grub, plus militant anarchopunk from Basic Dicks.
CHRIS LESLIE: Nettlebed Folk Club – The
Fairport Convention and Feast of Fiddles chap
returns to Nettlebed after his last sold-out show
here.
OPEN MIC SESSION: The Royal Blenheim –
Weekly open mic session.

TUESDAY 8th

REN HARVIEU & ROMEO STODART: O2
Academy – With The Magic Numbers on a brief
hiatus and Michelle Stodart touring her latest solo
album, brother Romeo teams up with Salford
singer Ren Harvieu for a show featuring new
songs written by the duo together, plus material
from their respective back catalogues, including
Harvieu’s 2011 Top 5 album `Through The
Night’.
STUART HENDERSON QUARTET: The
Bullingdon – Free live jazz from trumpeter Stuart
Henderson and band.
INTRUSION: The Cellar – Monthly goth,
industrial, ebm and darkwave club night with
residents Doktor Joy and Bookhouse.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The James
Street Tavern

Saturday 12th

SKINDRED / RAGING
SPEEDHORM:
O2 Academy

A fantastic double bill of metal and hardcore
tonight, with Newport’s Skindred approaching
two decades together, mashing up metal,
punk, hip hop and reggae into an adrenaline
rush party mix. World-wide they’ve sold half
a million copies of their first two albums,
`Babylon’ and `Roots Rock Riot’, and toured
with Korn, Gogol Bordello, Disturbed and
Papa Roach, but remain something of a cult
concern as they continue to tour last year’s
`Volume’ album. Live they are explosive
and command a crowd like few other bands
around. Much of this is due to enigmatic
frontman Benji Webbe, an alternately genial
and ferocious host. Obvious comparisons have
thus been drawn to Bad Brains but Skindred
really exist in that genre-jumping world of acts
like Living Colour, Soulfly and System Of A
Down, taking roots music into the realms of
the heavy. Superb support tonight from the
reformed Raging Speedhorn, back in town after
a brace of headline shows at The Wheatsheaf.
Corby’s finest sons continue to soar on wings
of pure fury, their sludgy, downtuned attack
dog hardcore, a melting pot of Iron Monkey
riffage and Black Flag militancy, in no hurry
to get from a to b, but getting there causing
the maximum amount of damage. Fronted by
dual singers Frank Regan and John Loughlin,
they’re unpredictable and inspiring musical
violence incarnate. The pit awaits you. After
the gig Benji will be hosting an aftershow
party, spinning his favourite tunes alongside
Skeletor DJs.

WEDNESDAY 9th

THREE TRAPPED TIGERS: O2 Academy –
Progtastic electro explorations in space with King
Crimson at the controls of the good ship Battles
– see main preview
NATIVE SOUL: The Bullingdon
MOVE: The Cellar – Bassline, house and garage
club night.

THURSDAY 10th

JON BODEN: O2 Academy – Post-Bellowhead,
Jon Boden continues his journey to becoming
the greatest living British folk musician, while
having to build a succession of new mantelpieces
to keep all his awards on. Virtuoso, maestro,
genius – probably all labels you could stick on
him, his skill with the fiddle, as well as myriad
other instruments, put him in the top echelon of
folk music people, and if his spiritual home is
the corner of some cosy snug bar afterhours, his
talents have taken him to some of the biggest
venues in the land. Tonight’s show is part of a
tour to promote a 10th anniversary re-issue of his

`Painted Lady’ album, and while it’s not strictly
speaking a homecoming, his musical roots run
deep in Oxford.
ANAIS MITCHELL: St John the Evangelist
– Vermont’s acclaimed singer-songwriter returns
to Oxford for her first solo show here for four
years, playing the intimately grandiose setting
of SJE for Empty Room Promotions. Mitchell’s
highly-literate style of jazz, blues, ragtime and
gospel-inflected indie-folk has seen her hailed
as The Queen of Modern Folk Music and
variously compared to Leonard Cohen, Cyndi
Lauper, Joanna Newsom, Gillian Welch and Ani
DiFranco, while Bon Iver has covered one of her
songs.
THE MENTULLS: The Bullingdon – Classic
rock, blues and prog in the vein of Wishbone Ash,
Gary Moore and Genesis from The Mentulls at
tonight’s Haven Club, the band having played
alongside Focus, Walter Trout and Bad Company
amongst others.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel, Sandford
WATERFAHL: Cape of Good Hope – Acoustic
blues and pop from the local duo.

plus lightweight pop from Chalk, so let’s hope so.
WOODEN ARMS: Modern Art Oxford –
Tripped out neo-classical chamber pop and postrock from Norwich’s Wooden Arms at tonight’s
free entry Divine Schism show, the band’s tender,
orchestral soundscapes recalling Sigur Ros,
Portishead, Nils Frahm and Peter Broderick at
times.
CLIVE GREGSON + IAN O’REGAN: The
Swan Inn, Ascott-under-Wychwood – Intimate
folk and pop from Manchester’s prolific Clive
Gregson at tonight’s Wychwood Folk Club show.
BON GIOVI: Fat Lil’s, Witney – Tribute to By
Jove.

SATURDAY 12th

SKINDRED + RAGING SPEEDHORN: O2
Academy – Raggacore rock action and hardcore
Ragnarok double bill, followed by rock, metal
and hardcore after-show party with DJ Benji – see
main preview
BURIED IN SMOKE ALL-DAYER: The
Bullingdon (12 midday) – A mammoth tenhour heavyweight mini-festival, courtesy of the
mighty Buried in Smoke. The emphasis is very
much on the stoner/sludge side of things, and
highlights include behemoth-sized riffage from
Devon’s Sabbath and Clutch-inspired stoners
Grifter; tie-dyed fuzz and southern rock from
th
Chubby Thunderous Bad Kush Masters; Cardiff’s
ROACHFORD: O2 Academy – The veteran
psych/groove/cosmic crew Lacertillia; Brighton’s
soul and r’n’b singer returns to town, revisiting
progressive-doomsters King Goat; Hull’s hardcore
hits like `Cuddly Toy’ and `Family Man’ as
sludge beasts Mastiff; Northampton’s grindcore
well as songs from his latest album, `Encore’,
and crust punks The Atrocity Exhibit; local
reinterpreting the likes of `Ain’t No Sunshine’,
grindcore merchants and Napalm Death tourmates
`Family Affair’ and `Imagine’.
Black Skies Burn (see Introducing feature); exSARA WATKINS: The Bullingdon – Return
Mother Corona groovers My Diablo; blues, doom
to town for the Californian bluegrass, folk and
and stoner people Trippy Wicked, and thick,
country singer and fiddle player, best known as
sludgy riffmeisters Crimson Tusk. Topping the
part of Nickel Creek, as well as a collaborator
bill are Buried in Smoke’s own Desert Storm with
with Jackson Browne and The Decemberists
their all-conquering stoner-blues, psych-sludge
among others. Her last visit to town was alongside noise. One hell of a riff-fest.
Aoife O’Donovan and Sarah Jarosz, but she’s
FREE RANGE ROOTS: The Bullingdon –
here in her solo guise tonight, playing songs from Roots, rocksteady, dancehall and dub with Prince
across her long and varied career
Jamo and Real Roots Soundsystem.
SE10 featuring SUNSHIP: The Bullingdon
TYLER BRYANT & THE SHAKEDOWN:
– The garage, grime and jungle club night
O2 Academy – Rock’n’roll and blues rock from
celebrates its first birthday.
the Nashville band who’ve supported AC/DC,
BOSSAPHONIK with VOODOO LOVE
Aerosmith, BB King and Jeff Beck over the
ORCHESTRA: The Cellar – The world jazzyears.
dance club night hosts Brighton’s international
ESTHER JOY LANE + R AERIAL +
street jazz ensemble, harking back to the big band JORDAN O’SHEA & THE FRIDAY NIGHT
sound of 1960s Latin American New Orleans jazz, FILM CLUB: The Library – Oxford/London
swing, Colombian cumbia, Mississippi blues,
electro pop queen Esther returns to play a local
Nigerian Afrobeat, ska and Ghanaian hi-life.
headline show, her atmospheric, soulful mix of
Host Dan Ofer plays dancefloor Latin, Afrobeat,
synth-pop and r’n’b recalling Grimes, London
Balkan beats, nu-jazz and more.
Grammar and Tracy Thorn. She’s joined by
SEEK NOTHING + VIOLENCE IS GOLDEN Arizona’s ambient alt-pop lass R Aerial, currently
+ MURDER MILE + WHO CARES?: The
on her European tour, and Jordan O’Shea’s new
Wheatsheaf – Some serious noise courtesy of
dream-pop outfit.
OxRox tonight with Berlin’s velocity hardcore
TOMMASO STARACE: St Giles Church –
crew Seek Nothing over in the UK and kicking it
The Jazz at St Giles autumn season continues with
out in suitably malignant style, alongside virulent saxophonist Tommaso Starace joined by fellow
hardcore/deathcore/noise beasts Who Cares?,
Italian, pianist Michele di Toro.
Brighton’s thrash/hardcore crossover outfit
KANADIA + PASTEL FRONTIER +
Murder Mile and local metal and southern rock
JASMINE BETH: The Wheatsheaf, Banbury
folks Violence is Golden. This one’s gonna hurt.
– Stadium-sized pop in the vein of Radiohead,
In the best kind of way.
Muse, U2 and Coldplay from rising local stars
INVISIBLE VEGAS + COLDREDLIGHT +
Kanadia, with support from Brookes Uni’s grunge
CHALK: The Jericho Tavern – Daisy Rodgers
rockers Pastel Frontier.
Music celebrate their 50th gig – can they break
DAMN GOOD REASON: Fat Lil’s, Witney –
the 5000 punters barrier with tonight’s show?
Rock covers.
Well, there’s quality Americana and roadhouse
THE MIGHTY CADILLACS: The Brewery
blues from Invisible Vegas, fantastically pensive,
Tap, Abingdon – Classic blues and rock’n’roll
emotive blues and grungy pop from Coldredlight
covers.

FRIDAY 11

SUNDAY 13th

FRANK CARTER & THE RATTLESNAKES:
The Bullingdon – “You’re a useless fucking cunt
/ You are nothing to me,” croons Frank Carter
on `I Hate You’, the cheeky centrepiece of his
new album `Blossom’. Yep, the former Gallows
man is still angry. Beyond angry. Bulging veins,
head-cracking furious, all vitriol and hardcore
psychobilly rampage angry. Possibly has the odd
tattoo or two. Don’t mess.
FROM THE BOGS OF AUGHISKA +
KHOST: The Wheatsheaf – Darkness, drones
and bad dreams from Ireland’s pitch-black synth-

Sunday 13th

FROM THE BOGS OF
AUGHISKA / KHOST /
TERRA / SHRYKULL:
The Wheatsheaf
One of the most startling acts we’ve seen in
Oxford in recent times, From The Bogs of
Aughiska, originally from western Ireland,
are as bleak as music gets, while perversely
conjuring a strange kind of homeliness in their
sampled stories of Irish faeries and banshees
that play out over the music. The band’s first
visit to The Wheatsheaf almost three years
back was a majestic masterclass in bleakness,
while last year’s support set to Coltsblood
cemented their reputation as an act to send
you home to bed with sweet nightmares. Since
expanding to a three-piece for `Roots of This
Earth In My Blood’, they’ve taken in heftier
elements of black metal – a genre they’ve
never sat easily with – but their sound remains
resolutely desolate – as desolate as the
lysergic monochrome footage of rugged cliff
faces, ruined churches and doomed wildlife
that play out behind their dark, unrelenting
synth drones and death rasps. It’s brutal and
monstrous, but strangely soothing for those
who aren’t afraid to stare into the void once in
a while. Finding an act who could match them
onstage was never going to be an easy task
but in Birmingham’s Khost they might have
done it – stark, sludgy industrial metal with a
black heart which has seen them supporting
Godflesh, Conan and Anaal Nathrakh along
the way. There’s also black hole-heavy cosmic
noise in the vein of Wolves in the Throne
Room from Terra and shrieking misery from
Shrykull. Brace yourselves, winter is coming.

core imps – see main preview
PREGNANT + KONE + FREEMANTLE: The
Cellar – Divine Schism presents California’s DIY
folktronica outfit Pregnant – essentially the work
of Daniel Trudeau – back in Oxford for the first
time in two years, combining lo-fi electronica and
folksy whimsy into something not a million miles
from Panda Bear at times, while not too precious
to attempt the odd Rick Astley cover while he’s
about it. Great low-key new wave pop in the vein
of Young Marble Giants, The Raincoats and The
Delta 5 from Kone.
SUPERLOOSE + MOJO DEMON + PURPLE
MAY + MARK SOLLIS + SAMMY POPE &
SARA: The Wheatsheaf (3.30-8.30pm) – Free
afternoon and evening of live music in the Sheaf’s
downstairs bar from Giddyup Music.

MONDAY 14th

THE LOW ANTHEM: O2 Academy – An
exploding air hockey table sends Rhode Island’s
psychedelic Americana dreamers into a parallel
universe – see main preview
MARTIN SIMPSON: Nettlebed Folk Club
– Masterful traditional folk songsmithery from
the veteran acoustic and slide guitarist, back at
Nettlebed.
OPEN MIC SESSION: The Royal Blenheim

TUESDAY 15th

SCOTT MATTHEWS & THE BAND: O2
Academy – The Black Country singer tours his
new album, `Home Part 2’, his eloquent and
soulful brand of folk-rock and blues earning him
comparisons to Robert Plant and John Martyn as
well as a deal with Nashville’s Thirty Tigers – the
first UK artist ever to do so.
TEMPLE FUNK COLLECTIVE: The
Bullingdon – Horn-led funk at tonight’s
Bullingdon jazz club.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The James
Street Tavern
OSPREY & FRIENDS: St Aldate’s Tavern

WEDNESDAY 16th

PETE WYLIE & THE MIGHTY WAH!: O2
Academy – With the right breaks and possibly a
less defiant attitude towards all things music biz,
Pete Wylie could have been one of the biggest
pop stars of the 1980s – the Scouse Springsteen
maybe, with his heroic, passionate songs,
working class tales and rich, powerful blues
voice. Instead he left a trail of classic minor hits
in his wake – from the timeless, peerless `Story
of the Blues’ to `Come Back’ and `Sinful’ – all
released under variations of the Wah! band
name. But check out early cult classics like
`Seven Minutes to Midnight’ (as good as almost
anything The Jam produced) and `Better Scream’
for a singer with a heart as big as Liverpool and
raw talent to spare.
NATTY + RANDY VALENTINE + CALI P:
The Bullingdon – Future roots from soul-reggae
crossover sensation Natty, out on tour to promote
second album `Release the Fear’, the follow-up to
Top 20 debut `Man Like I’, the singer’s conscious
roots sound, based on 60s and 70s influences,
having earned him myriad festival appearances
as well as a tour support to Ziggy Marley in the
States.
BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: The Cellar
– 80s, new wave, disco, glam and syn-pop club
night.

Monday 14th

THE LOW ANTHEM:
O2 Academy

Given they had to abandon their summer tour
after suffering a serious bus crash that luckily
resulted in no fatalities, we’re lucky to see
The Low Anthem back in town for the first
time since 2009 – a genuinely astonishing gig
at The Bullingdon when they were touring
their gorgeous `Oh My God, Charlie Darwin’
album. This time round they’re playing
songs from new album `Eyeland’ – a concept
album based on a short story by singer Ben
Knox Miller about a bunch of kids whose
air hockey table explodes, sending them
all spinning into a parallel universe, with
song titles like `Am I The Dream, Or Am I
The Dreamer?’. Yes, it’s psychedelia time,
with The Low Anthem moving away from
the serene Americana of their breakthrough
albums and further into late-60s psychedelia,
the influence of Radiohead, Peter Gabriel
and Flaming Lips more to the fore. They’ve
also left behind multi-instrumentalist Jocie
Adams, whose place is taken by singer and
violinist Florence Wallis, but what remains
firmly intact is the Rhode Island band’s wide
musical scope and emotional depth, much
of which is down to Knox Miller’s ghostly,
paper-thin voice, that feel like it might blow
away in a stiff breeze, but can get low and
growly in a Leonard Cohen kind of way
when things need to get earthier. Creative
if not commercial equals to Bon Iver, for
their song `To Ohio’ alone, The Low Anthem
deserve a place in music history.

THURSDAY 17th

THE WAVE PICTURES: The Cellar –
London’s roots radicals battle the machine music
apocalypse – see main preview
JAGUAR SKILLS: O2 Academy – Nimble
mixing skills, quick cuts and knowing samples
from the drum&bass party starter, back in town.
THE WAILERS: O2 Academy – Another
return to town for the legendary Jamaican band,
or what’s left of the original line-up (only Aston
`Family Man’ Barrett remains from Marley’s
classic band), once again performing `Legend’ in
its entirety, so essentially Marley’s Greatest Hits.
Barrett’s joined by former-Upsetter and renowned
reggae session man Keith Sterling as well as his
son Aston Barrett Jr. Dwayne Anglin continues to
take on vocal duties, providing a pretty authentic
Marley vocal style to the old classics.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel, Sandford

FRIDAY 18th

CAMERON A.G.: The Cellar – Tonight’s

Thursday 17th

THE WAVE
PICTURES: The Cellar
Seedily romantic, elegantly dour and
almost scarily prolific, The Wave Pictures
are almost the epitome of enduring heroic
underachievement, a band with “cult
favourites” stamped all over them, though
as is so often the case, they should be more
widely loved. The trio, led by singer and
guitarist Dave Tattersall, are from Leicester
via London, but you’d be forgiven for
imagining they’d crawled blinking and
slightly hungover from a Louisiana blues
shack, or a run-down New York loft sometime
in the mid 1970s, such is their adherence to
rock’s roots. In fact their new album `Bamboo
Diner in the Rain’ – their sixteenth in an
eighteen-year lifetime –is self-described as
“a bluesy, boozy love letter to the guitar”,
as they wage a one-band resistance war
against machine-made music (Tattersall was
apparently profoundly affected by watching
the Terminator films as a boy). It’s awash
with classic influences, from John Fahey and
Rory Gallagher to John Lee Hooker, Memphis
Slim and Link Wray, while vocally Tattersall
remains fully in thrall to Jonathan Richman
and Tom Verlaine. The Wave Pictures’ lo-fi,
downbeat charm always keeps them several
levels above being a retro blues circuit band
– they’ve more in common with The Violent
Femmes, Modern Lovers and Television –
and if you’re not already part of their small,
devoted following (which includes the likes
of Nick Lowe and Marc Riley), an evening in
their company should rectify that.

hometown headline show sees Cameron
launching his new EP, `Homeward Bound’, on
Grand Jury Records.
THE NEVILLE STAPLE BAND + THE
PARADIMES: The Bullingdon – Former
Specials and Fun Boy 3 singer and toaster
Neville heads out with his own band ahead of
the release of new double album `The Return
of Judge Roughneck (&Dub Specials)’, the
Two Tone legend joined by wife Christine
`Sugary’ Staple, performing songs from her own
new record `Rude Girl Sounds’, with Neville
providing backing vocals..
LITTLE RED + ROBERTO Y JUAN +
PEERLESS PIRATES + ALL IS WORTH
+ JAMES BELL & THE HALF MOON
ALLSTARS + THE LOST ART: O2 Academy
– Local dark-folk faves Little Red play their
biggest headline show to date, their darkwoods
folk-pop recalling First Aid Kit, Nick Cave and
Mark Lanegan & Isabelle Campbell as they
head into the shadows to battle the big bad
wolf. They’re joined by a quality local bill that
features Latin-infused electro-pop duo Roberto
y Juan; roustabout rockabilly romantics Peerless

Pirates, and more.
THE SHIRES: O2 Academy – Authentic
Nashville-style country out of Bedfordshire and
Hertfordshire with duo Ben Earle and Crissie
Rhodes becoming the first British country act
to sign to a major Nashville record label, last
year’s debut album, `Brave’, becoming the
first homegrown country album to go Top 10,
the pair back out on tour to promote follow-up
`My Universe’ after a summer playing festivals,
including Cornbury.
CHEROKII + WEIRD MILK + TOM DRED:
The Wheatsheaf – Funtime brutalism from
garage-rock duo Cherokii, laying waste to 70s
rock riffage, monster blues and punk, in the vein
of Led Zep and Royal Blood.
KANDA BONGO MAN: Thomas Hughes
Memorial Hall, Uffington – The Kwasa Kwasa
King makes a rare journey into the Oxfordshire
countryside for a gig in the shadow of White
Horse Hill, the veteran Congolese showman
having revitalised Congolese rumba through the
80s and 90s, become a firm favourite with John
Peel and earned himself shows at WOMAD,
Queen Elizabeth Hall and more before leaving
these shores to live in South Africa. As a wise
man once said, “If Kanda Bongo Man can’t
make you dance, call an ambulance – you must
be dead or dying.”
SOUL SESSIONS: The Cellar – Classic soul,
funk and disco tunes.
CHURCH OF THE HEAVY: The Jericho
Tavern – Rock, metal and punk showcase
from It’s All About the Music, with Violence is
Golden, 1000Chains and Raised By Hypocrites.
MUDSLIDE MORRIS & THE
REVELATORS: James Street Tavern –
Footstomping boogie from the local crew.
WHOLE LOTTA DC: Fat Lil’s, Witney – AC/
DC tribute.

SATURDAY 19th

THE BALKAN WANDERERS + VIENNA
DITTO + RAINBOW RESERVOIR: The
Jericho Tavern – Balkan folk music with an
indie twist from this month’s Nightshift cover
stars, launching their new EP. Great support
from sci-fi electro-blues and synthabilly duo
Vienna Ditto and effusive riot grrl-informed
indie noiseniks Rainbow Reservoir – see main
interview feature
SAEDLY DORUS & THE HOOLIE BAND:
O2 Academy – Funk and disco ceilidh, with
local dance leaders Saedly Dorus hosting their
regular shindig, helping you to do-si-do your
partner to the strains of Chic and The Bee Gees.
DEFINITELY MIGHTBE: O2 Academy –
Definitely will be an Oasis tribute band.
SWITCH featuring ANDY C & THE
PROTOTYPES: O2 Academy – Upfront
drum&bass from Andy C, back at Switch for the
first time in two years.
THE SHOWHAWK DUO: The Bullingdon
– Acoustic trance from the busking duo whose
interpretations of everything from `Bohemian
Rhapsody’ and `Adagio for Strings’, to old
school trance classics and funky house tracks
has earned them appearances at Glastonbury and
Secret Garden Party.
BOSSAPHONIK: The Bullingdon –
Bossaphonik moves into its 13th year with a
show by Ghanaian percussionist, composer and
dance choreographer Nii Okai Tague – see main
preview
GAPPY TOOTH INDUSTRIES with

CLUB SODA + CALLOW SAINTS +
RESTRUCTURE: The Wheatsheaf – GTI’s
monthly pick’n’mix grab bag of sounds tonight
finds Abingdon’s fizzy 80s-styled popsters
bringing back memories of vintage Amiga
games and brat pack movie soundtracks with
their upbeat synth-y pop. They’re joined by
Aylesbury’s Callow Saints, regular visitors
to town with their melodic rock, plus gnarly
occasionally yobbish electro, hip hop and
punk from newcomers Restructure, possibly
Kidlington’s answer to Sleaford Mods.
SOUNDWORKS STUDIO RELAUNCH
PARTY: The Cellar – The Blackbird Leys
studio relaunches with a studio revamp and new
website and tonight, live sets from The Tom Ivey
Band, The Autumn Saints and Sleeper’s Dome,
plus drum&bass DJs into the wee small hours.
PETE OXLEY & NICHOLAS MEIER: St
Giles Church – Virtuoso guitar display from

Saturday 19th

BOSSAPHONIC with
NII OKAI TAGOE:
The Bullingdon

Bossaphonik really are a beacon of
individuality even in Oxford’s eclectic sea of
live music promotions. The club, run by DJ
and world dance fan Dan Ofer, celebrated its
twelfth birthday in October and this month
sees the visit to town of one of the most
celebrated and widely-travelled African
musicians of the modern era. Nii Okai Tagoe
was born in Ghana, to a royal family of
African percussionists, and has made it his
life’s mission to promote a positive image of
Africa through music and dance ever since.
Moving to London in 1990 he worked as a
teacher with the Adzido Pan-African Dance
Ensemble before spending years playing
with global Afropop sensations Osibisa;
Afro-celtic band Baka Beyond; contemporary
Afropop project KonKoma, and pioneering
Afro-psych collective African Head Charge,
as well as various incarnations of his own
band. A true polymath, he is a master
percussionist, composer, balafon player,
dancer and choreographer; he choreographed
for Peter Gabriel and the enthronements of
two Archbishops of Canterbury as well as
performing for the Pope. Tonight he will be
playing music from his new album `West
To West’, which features contributions from
members of Jamiroquai and Roy Ayres,
Amy Winehouse and George Harrison’s
bands. He comes back with a thirteen-piece
orchestra, including dancers and it’s sure to be
a typically triumphant example of just what
Bossaphonik bring to the local scene that noone else does. Long may they flourish.

Nick Meier, from Jeff Beck’s band, and Pete
Oxley, from world jazz group Curious Paradise,
together playing music inspired by Turkish,
Latin American sounds and Bach, on a variety of
guitars, as part of the Jazz at St Giles season.
MOVE: The Cellar – Bassline, house and
garage.
CHERRY GRIND + REBEL STATION +
MICK O’TOOLE: Abingdon United FC –
Melodic hard rock in the vein of Rainbow from
Aussie rockers Cherry Grind at tonight’s OxRox
excursion down to Abingdon, with support from
Swindon’s punk and rock’n’roll crew Rebel
Station.
VIN GARBUTT + BRUSH JONES: Tiddy
Hall, Ascott-under-Wychwood – Intimate
show from the veteran protest singer and world/
folk pioneer at tonight’s Wychwood Folk
Club gig, the former BBC Folk Awards Best
Live Performer renowned for his ready wit,
and humorous anecdotes as well as his sharp,
poignant social commentary.
KING B: The New Inn, Witney
DRIVIN’ SIDEWAYS: The Brewery Tap,
Abingdon – Harmonica-led rocking blues.

SUNDAY 20th

BOOTLED ZEPPELIN: O2 Academy – Led
Zep tribute.
JOOLS HOLLAND: The New Theatre –
Cheeky chatty man walks backwards while
introducing guests.

MONDAY 21st

FICKLE FRIENDS: The Bullingdon – Bubbly
indie-funk and summery, discofied electropop from Brighton’s hardworking rising stars,
coming in somewhere between Metronomy,
London Grammar and Chvrches on new single
`Crybaby’, ahead of the release of their second
album.
SOFAR SOUNDS: Secret venue – More secret
giggage from Sofar Sounds.
JACKIE OATES’ INVITATION EVENING:
Nettlebed Folk Club – Nettlebed Folk Club
stalwart Oates hosts an evening of music with
guests Lady Maisery, O’Hooley & Tidow, and
Jack Hodgson & Megan Henwood.
OPEN MIC SESSION: The Royal Blenheim

Street Tavern

WEDNESDAY 23rd

RICKY WARWICK & THE FIGHTING
HEARTS + VICE SQUAD: O2 Academy
– Rock and roll CVs don’t come much more
packed than Ricky Warwick’s: starting off as
guitarist with New Model Army, he’s gone on to
front punk-metallers The Almighty through their
various lifetimes; joined Stiff Little Fingers and
since 2009 lead Thin Lizzy and their offshoot
Black Star Riders. Parallel to all this he’s fronted
his own band, The Fighting Hearts, mixing up
hard rock with his love of Americana, their
albums featuring guest turns from Joe Elliot,
Jake Burns, Ginger Wildheart and Andy Cairns
among others. He’s just hit 50 but there’s no way
Ricky’s gonna stop rocking. In this he’s joined
by Beki Bondage, enduring frontwoman of punk
crew Vice Squad who provide tour support.
EASTER ISLAND STATUES + THE
OUTSIDE + FREE MANTLE + RAS
BROTHER JOHN: The Wheatsheaf – It’s
All About the Music local bands showcase for
Oxford City Festival.
SN DUBSTATION: The Bullingdon
MOVE: The Cellar – Bassline, house and
garage.
SARAH JANE SCOUTEN: Three Horses,
Towersey – Gorgeously atmospheric old-time
country, folk and bluegrass from Montreal’s
Sarah Jane Scouten, over in the UK to promote
her second album, `The Cape’, capturing the
spirit of the mountains and forests of her native
Canada.

THURSDAY 24th

BRIAN FALLON & THE CROWES: O2
Academy – The Gaslight Anthem frontman tours
his second solo album `Georgia’.
THE CORSAIRS + STRIKE ONE +
TRAUMA UK + JUNKIE BRUSH + DIE
IN VAIN: O2 Academy – Heavyweight local
bill courtesy of It’s All About the Music, with
veteran rockabilly, psychobilly and punk crew
The Corsairs, alongside Didcot punk newcomers
Strike One; Witney punk-metallers Trauma UK;
DC-style hardcore warriors Junkie Brush and
punkers Die In Vain.
FEDERAL CHARM: The Bullingdon – Riffheavy blues-rocking from Manchester’s Federal
nd
Charm at tonight’s Haven Club show, the band
YONAKA: The Cellar – Epic indie noise from
inspired by Golden Earring and The Black
Brighton’s Yonaka.
Crowes, who they supported on tour.
OXFORD BROOKES BIG BAND: The
BOO HEWERDINE: Old Fire Station – The
Bullingdon – Big band jazz from the Brookes
former-Bible frontman and renowned, Ivor
ensemble at the Bully’s free weekly jazz club.
Novello-nominated songwriter plays an intimate
HOLY MOMENTS + LUCY LEAVE +
show at The Old Fire Station. After enjoying
DEAR HERO + CAREER: The Wheatsheaf – some minor chart success with his band in
Launching this year’s miniaturised Oxford City
the 1980s, Hewerdine went on to write for
Festival are new pop-punk crew in town Holy
and play alongside Richard Thompson, Eddie
Moments, inventively lopsided noise-rock faves
Reader, Martha Wainwright, Kris Drever and
Lucy Leave, darkly dramatic post-punkers Dear
John McCusker, amongst others, author of cult
Hero and more.
classics like `Harvest Gypsies’, and a literate
DAVID ESSEX: The New Theatre – Enduring
songsmith in the lineage of Nick Drake and JJ
pop idol, once a teen pin-up, now more of an
Cale.
object of gentle desire for ladies of a certain
KID KIN + MIDFIELD WORKHORSE +
age, but with a decent catalogue of top hits
WEDNESDAY’S WOLVES: The Library
behind him, including the timeless `Silver Dream – Atmospheric electronica, post-rock and mathMachine’ and the actually brilliant `Oh What A
rock from one-man noise machine Peter Lloyd,
Circus’, though recent years have seen a shift
tonight launching his euphoric new extended
into softer balladry – don’t want fans getting too single, `Masterclass’, following a UK tour.
excited, not with The New Theatre’s luxuriant,
TOM IVEY BAND + LOWLY HOUNDS
absorbent seating.
+ FIREGAZERS + LOUISE REES + LAZ
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The James
CUNLIFFE: The Jericho Tavern – It’s All

TUESDAY 22

Sunday 27th

LANTERNS ON THE
LAKE: The Bullingdon

It’s not unusual for bands to reflect their
surroundings, whether urban or rural, and
Lanterns on the Lake could only come from
near to the coast – their debut album was
titled `Gracious Tide, Take Me Home’ after
all. Formed in Newcastle-upon-Tyne, theirs
is the sound of the sea-sprayed north-east
coast, tidal rises, falls and surges of heavilyeffected guitars, plangent strings, swooning
electronics and, at the heart of it all, the
breathy, gossamer vocals of Hazel Wilde, a
potential heir to Elizabeth Frazer or Harriet
Wheeler’s ethereal crowns. No surprise the
band signed to Simon Raymonde’s Bella
Union label; Lanterns on the Lake owe more
than a bit to his old band Cocteau Twins
as they drift and flutter between soothing
stillness and cathartic crescendos, by way of
pensive pauses, although there are hints of
Sigur Ros and Múm’s glacial sound shifting at
work too. Having made their mark locally on
a number occasions, they’re back in town for
the first time in almost three years as part of
a tour to promote their third album `Beings’.
They’re not a band that’s ever going hit you
like a steam train (typical song title: ` I Love
You, Sleepy Head’), rather consume you like a
dense sea mist. Undeniably lovely.
About the Music local bands showcase for
Oxford City Festival.
GLUE: The Cellar – Electro, techno, house and
disco club night.
CATWEAZLE CLUB: East Oxford
Community Centre
SPARKY’S FLYING CIRCUS: The Half
Moon
ACOUSTIC THURSDAY: Jude the Obscure
BLUES JAM: The Catherine Wheel,
Sandford

FRIDAY 25th

ALABAMA 3: O2 Academy – Larry Love and
the Very Reverend Dr D Wayne Love return
once more with another dose of acid house
blues and country medicine, riding the rough
highway between Hank Williams and Happy
Mondays, spreading a little bit of worldly wit
and chemically-enhanced joy as they go.
PEARL JAM UK: O2 Academy – All your
favourite Pearl Jam pop tunes, but with British
accents. Possibly. Probably not, actually. Don’t
be silly.
MUTUAL BENEFIT: The Bullingdon –
Orchestral indie-folk and baroque pop in the vein
of Grizzly Bear from nomadic singer-songwriter
Jordan Lee – currently resident in Brooklyn –
and a nebulous set of guest musicians going
under the name Mutual Benefit, out on tour to

Tuesday 29th

GREEN LEAF /
DESERT STORM
/ SORORIS / BAD
BLOOD RECOVERY:
The Cellar

The riff is king tonight as Buried In Smoke host
the debut Oxford show by Sweden’s Greenleaf,
the band following a European tour with Clutch
and an appearance at DesertFeft in Berlin with
a headline tour to promote new album `Rise
Above the Meadow’. It’s their sixth album
and their second with vocalist Arvid Jonsson,
whose wide-ranging voice, not far off Robert
Plant at times, adds a bluesy, almost soulful
edge to their classic heavy rock sound, which
finds a very loud meeting point between Cream,
Deep Purple, Fu Manchu and Electric Wizard,
all giant fuzzed-up riffs and reverbed drums.
Formed originally as a side project by Dozer
guitarist Tommi Holappa, Demon Cleaner’s
Daniel Lidén, and studio engineer Bengt Bäcke,
Greenleaf have undergone a bit of a rotating
door line-up policy over the past 15 years, with
Holappa the sole constant, but with the new
album picking up similarly rave reviews to
its acclaimed predecessor, `Trails & Passes’,
they’re no longer a side project, more the main
event. Suitably sludgy blues noise in support
from local heroes Desert Storm, riding high on
the back of the success of their `Omniscient’
album, plus wyrd, witchy psych-doom from
Sororis, and sludgy blues noise from Bad
Blood Recovery.
promote new album `Skip a Sinking Stone’, the
follow-up to 2013’s acclaimed breakthrough
`Love’s Crushing Diamond’.
AKIL THE MC + TRUEMENDOUS: The
Bullingdon – After a show-stealing performance
at this summer’s Truck Festival, Jurassic 5 MC
Akil goes out solo.
SKYLARKIN’ SOUND SYSTEM: The Cellar
– Count Skylarkin hosts his monthly celebration
of reggae, ska, dancehall, soul, rocksteady and
more, with guests and live acts.
CRYSTALLITE + THE OTHER DRAMAS +
CORA PEARL + ROSE SEGAL: The Jericho
Tavern – Grunge rock from Crystallite and
melodic garage pop from The Other Dramas as
part of It’s All About the Music’s local bands
night for Oxford City Festival.
STORYTELLER + DEADBEAT APOSTLES
+ COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN + DAN
McKEAN BAND: The Wheatsheaf – It’s
All About the Music local bands showcase for
Oxford City Festival.
THE MAGIC OF MOTOWN: The New

Theatre – Motown tribute spectacular with
all the classic Marvin Gaye, Stevie Wonder,
Supremes, Isley Brothers, Four Tops and
Jacksons hits, plus more.
HEADINGTON HILLBILLIES: James Street
Tavern – Local bluegrass and country-folk crew
get it on and get down in a hoedown fashion.
CHEROKII + KANCHO! + DEAR HERO
+ SELF HELP + LUKE ALLMOND: King’s
Head & Bell, Abingdon – Skittle Alley host
merry mayhem makers Cherokii; sheet-metal
hardcore misanthropists Kancho!; Cure-inspired
indie-rockers Dear Hero, and former Vagueworld
singer Luke Allmond.
STEELY SCAM: Fat Lil’s, Witney – Tribute to
Steeleye Spa… no, wait.

SATURDAY 26th

HONEYBLOOD: The Bullingdon – 80s-styled
fuzzbox indie noise from Glasgow duo
Honeyblood, back in the Shire after playing
Truck in July and supporting Superfood
previously, touring their second album `Babes
Never Die’ and kicking it out in scuzzy
supercharged fashion in the style of Throwing
Muses, The Primitives and Le Tigre.
HANNAH LOU CLARKE: The Cellar –
Gorgeously introverted and downbeat garage
folk-pop from former FOE frontwoman Hannah
Lou, layering her pure, plaintive vocie over
inventive, dissonant electronics and notebending guitars.
TURIN BRAKES: O2 Academy – The indie
folk-rockers tour seventh album `Lost Property’.
ANTARTIC MONKEYS: O2 Academy –
The polar opposite of Arctic Monkeys, but
paradoxically the same.
JOHN OTWAY & HIS BIG BAND: The
Wheatsheaf – The Clown Prince of Pop returns
yet again to town, this time on tour following a
Kickstarter campaign to fund a new album – his
first in a decade – although with characteristic
humour, he puts the lack of new material in
recent years down to “a lack of demand.”
Expect all the hits, and non hits – `Really Free’,
`Beware of the Flowers Cause I’m Sure They’re
Going to Get You Yeah’, `Bunsen Burner’ etc.
One of a kind.
OXFORD CITY FESTIVAL ALL-DAYER:
The Jericho Tavern – It’s All About the Music’s
festival week culminates in a full day of live
music with sets from Kuiper, The Autumn
Saints, Daisy AKA, Sleepers Dome, Neon
Teepee, Mark Cope, Self Help, The Land Girls,
Mojo Daemon, Superloose, Tom Keogh and
more to be announced.
ROB TERRY TRIO PLAYS GERSHWIN: St
Giles Church – Pianist Rob Terry, bassist Paul
Jeffries and drummer Charlie Stratford bring
a contemporary jazz approach to Gershwin’s
timeless songbook.
TEXAS GHOST TRAIN: The Brewery Tap,
Abingdon – Blues rock covers.

SUNDAY 27

th

FRANK TURNER & THE SLEEPING
SOULS: The New Theatre – Frank Turner’s
rise and rise continues as he plays his biggest
Oxford gig to date, one that’s close to being

sold out already, the former-Million Dead man
having gigged his backside off since going
solo – starting off as first on the bill at The
Wheatsheaf all those years ago – along the way
playing to a global TV audience at the Olympics
2012 opening ceremony and performing to over
a quarter of a million fans already this year. As
ever, he’s accompanied by his trusty Sleeping
Souls band, featuring Oxford scene heroes Nigel
Powell, Tarrant Anderson and Ben Lloyd, which,
along with his regular appearances in town, has
made him an honorary Oxonian. Campfire punk
rock still kid of covers it, but Frank’s seriously
major league campfire punk rock these days, and
may his rise and rise never stop.
WALKING ON CARS: O2 Academy – Please,
make it stop.
AVATAR: O2 Academy – Theatrical melodic
death metal from Swedish veterans Avatar, out
on tour to promote new album `Feathers &
Flesh’.
LANTERNS ON THE LAKE: The Bullingdon
– Ethereal songs of the seashore from
Newcastle’s pop dreamers – see main preview
JOHNNY’S SEXUAL KITCHEN + OSPREY
+ TONY BATEY & SAL MOORE + TOM
IVEY + ASH LEWIS + PURPLE MAY: The
Wheatsheaf (3.30-8.30pm) – Free afternoon and
evening of live music in the Sheaf’s downstairs
bar from Giddyup Music.
BLUES JAM: Fat Lil’s, Witney (3pm) – Open
blues jam.
WATERFAHL: Prince of Wales, Iffley (3-6pm)
SUNDAY SESSIONS: Florence Park
Community Centre (2-5pm) - Family-friendly
live music session with an afternoon of
Appalacian bluegrass and a 30-man choir.

MONDAY 28th

DFO: The Cellar – Funk, soul and Latin club
night with live set from Dot’s Funky Odyssey.
STEVE TILSTON & JEZ LOWE: Nettlebed
Folk Club – Two veteran singers of the English
folk scene team up again for an intimate show at
Nettlebed’s weekly folk session.
OPEN MIC SESSION: The Royal Blenheim

TUESDAY 29

th

GREEN LEAF + DESERT STORM +
SORORIS + BAD BLOOD RECOVERY: The
Cellar – Welcome to The Church of The Riff –
see main preview
REMNANT + GUTLOCKER + BLACK
EMERALD: The Wheatsheaf – Old school
metal from Wycombe’s Remnant, plus support.
BIG COLOURS: The Bullingdon – Big band
jazz at the Bully’s weekly jazz club.
SE10: The Cellar – Garage and grime club
night.
SPARK’S SIDE OF THE MOON: The James
Street Tavern
OSPREY & FRIENDS: St Aldate’s Tavern

WEDNESDAY 30th

BURNING DOWN THE HOUSE: The Cellar
– 80s, new wave, disco, glam and syn-pop club
night.

Nightshift listings are free. Deadline for inclusion is the 20th of each month - no exceptions. Email
listings to editor@nightshiftmag.co.uk. All listings are copyright Nightshift Magazine and may not
be reproduced without permission.
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band ever all at the same time,
through MASIRO’s limb’n’angles
prog-math-hardcore, KID KIN’s
irradiant synth soundscapes with
their post-rock dynamics, and
SLATE HEARTS’ all-out grunge
attack, which might owe most
of its existence to Nirvana and
Smashing Pumpkins but hits the
spot every time, particularly an
incendiary finale that threatens to
tear the venue a new backside, to
KANCHO’s scrawny, ferocious
mash-up of Big Black and some
east Oxford misanthropy that’s
brilliantly incongruous with
today’s charitable aims.

LIVE

OXJAM OXFORD
Various venues
It begins with a harpist in an
almost deserted cinema and
ends with the riotous abandon
of a gypsy wedding party and
in between this year’s Oxjam
throws up a world of music under
a slogan that could almost sum
up Oxford: local music, global
impact.
So, lunchtime and we’re
sat in the UPP with a dozen
other early starters, watching
HUMMINGBIRD – harpist
and singer, one half of recent
Nightshift Demo of the Monthers
Hummingbird and the Mess, and
children’s party entertainer in
waiting. Possessed of a sweet,
high-pitched birdsong voice,
her songs provide a serene
counterpoint to the hurly burly of

The Cowley Road outside and a
gentle introduction to ten hours
of live music, while the bubble
machine behind her and some
jovial chat between numbers
keeps the throng of girls at the
front happy.
Onto less rarefied surroundings
and East Oxford Community
Centre for a debut show by
ATLANTA SNOW, whose
euphoric stadium pop and electro
shimmer is a decent wake-up
call. But it’s GHOSTS IN THE
PHOTOGRAPHS who first
really bring the noise: an all-out
fuzzstorm made up of extended
crescendos, climaxes and released
tension, equally intricate and
explosive, in thrall to Mogwai
maybe but no less thrilling for

that. The bar is set high from the
get go.
As Oxjam expands rapidly across
its ten venues we catch short,
snippets of WOLFS, whose
rudimentary two-piece garagepop is still a bit clunky but
makes up for it in decent tunes
and snarly attitude and comes
fronted by what sounds like a
young Joan Jett at times. And
BEAVER FUEL, whose fuzzy,
ramshackle punk-pop sounds like
a noisy, camp cousin of the C86
generation and reaches its peak
on `Tasha’s Gnashers’ which
might be the first ever meeting
point between Hawkwind and The
Pooh Sticks. We also catch the
end of HANNAH BRUCE’s set
at Fusion Arts, her softly, softly

acoustic confessionals prone to
drifting into the ether a little but
never without a gentle, romantic
charm about them.
UNMAN are at completely
the opposite end of the music
universe – a staggering assault
on the senses – searing drones,
battering ram math-rock rhythms,
screams and skronking sax, it’s
like stumbling into a cyborg
hornets nest moments before
it reaches critical mass and
explodes. They’re an unrelenting
cacophony and they are absolutely
wonderful. In fact Idiot King’s
hosting of one half of EOCC is a
consistent high point of the day,
from NO DICE GRANDMA’s
angular, sheet-metal post-hardcore
that sounds like every ArcTangent

indie-folk is dark and arcane,
songs about bad wolves and black
dogs suggesting they’re a band
haunted or hunted by something
unknown and unseen; older
songs like `Mr Wolf’ feel like
strange natured old friends, while
new track `Siren’s Song’, with
its bewitching bluegrass edge
suggests the band are just getting
better and better.

We’re almost at the end of
the night now and some
absolute cad has scheduled
COLDREDLIGHT, JESS
HALL and ESTHER JOY
LANE all at the same time, so
Heading back to Fusion CRIME’s we see Coldredlight for just long
enough to gape in wonder and
grungy rock comes with a
sensitive pop heart and LOWWS’ admiration at Caspar Miles’s
ability to play drums and guitar
80s-styled indie funk conjures
simultaneously, all while wearing
pleasing images of A Certain
a well cool Tubeway Army t-shirt;
Ratio and 4AD stalwarts Modern
he is our new hero. We can marvel
English, while at The Library –
where it’s so packed we’re forced too at singer and guitarist GabyElise Monaghan’s beyond-herto watch acts from the stairwell
– EGRETS’ almost folky vocal
years blues voice and atmospheric
harmonies lend a mellowness to
midnight guitar playing, bringing
their Blur-ish indie rock. Down at a chill, wintry light to bear on
Truck Store, meanwhile, DEATH songs like `Bloom’, and remind
OF HI-FI are missing singer Lucy ourselves why `Little Scorpion’ is
Cropper due to illness, so we get
going to be right up there as one
a stripped-down old-school hip
of our favourite songs of the year.
hop revue with guest turns from
Then there’s just time to sweep
Chukie among others, and while
briefly into Jess’s pure-hearted
it’s always good to see rap taken
world of love, longing and the sea,
back to its basics like this, we
and through the community centre
miss the warm, trippy soul Lucy
corridor to catch Esther playing
brings to the show.
a set of mostly new songs, from
which the tender but steely `Quest
So much scampering around
For Her’ is a gorgeous stand-out
means we’re due a sit-down,
in front of a packed room.
which is how CRANDLE’s
smoky gothic Americana is best
And so to that riotous finale. Give
appreciated. It’s like Angelo
THE BALKAN WANDERERS
Badalamenti doing cruise ship
a room full of people and they
cabaret as Leonard Cohen’s `I’m
will make those people dance.
Your Man’ gets the jazz lounge
And sing along, even to the ones
shuffle treatment. If it’s all a bit
sung in Croatian. Antica Culina’s
cheesy it’s all the more haunting
voice has grown stronger and
for it.
more flexible since we first saw
the band and she’s a powerful
As audiences swell as the day
presence at the heart of the band
wears on, we find ourselves
but it’s Clare Heaviside’s playful
watching THE FACTORY
clarinet that’s as much the star of
LIGHTS from the toilets at
the show, carrying each song on
James Street Tavern, which makes the air as Nightshift searches for
the stairwell at The Library feel
a young gypsy maiden to marry
positively glamorous. An offshoot just so we can keep this going all
of The Shapes, they lack some
night.
of that band’s r’n’b soulfulness,
It’s the perfect, rousing finale to
and playfulness, liberal use of
what’s been a day of triumph for
accordion and organ, coupled with local music. And just as much
rich, Dylan-esque vocals and tales for the team of volunteers, led by
of a Cowley childhood reminding Aiden Canaday, who managed to
us more of The Travelling
co-ordinate some 80 acts across
Wilburys. Nice enough but not as ten venues; a titanic effort, and
boozy or romantic as The Shapes
one that’s richly rewarded by a
can be.
huge, enthusiastic turnout and
some genuine star turns on the
Another sit down, this time for
various stages.
LITTLE RED, whose take on
Dale Kattack

PRESENTS
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GARY NUMAN / I SPEAK MACHINE
O2 Academy

LIVE

THE KILLS
O2 Academy

decade – has more of a dance vibe about it, of
the kind that the Yeah Yeah Yeahs experimented
with, but in keeping with the signature low-end
riffage and reverb-drenched vocals. Similarly
If tonight’s crowd were expecting a night of safe
Me’. Older tracks, like `Love is a Deserter’ and
`Hard Habit to Break’, a paean to addiction,
catwalk entertainment The Kills are something
`Dead Road 7’ sound as swampy as ever, with
although addiction to what exactly, we’re not
of a shock, bringing a dark, Tarantino-esque
VV adding additional guitar on the latter, while
vibe, led by studiedly badass frontwoman Alison 2003’s `Kissy Kissy’ is like being transported into told.
It’s a dark, powerful set from a band that’s
Mosshart – or VV as she prefers to be called
the middle of Natural Born Killers soundtracked
in her Kills guise – with her fearless presence
by the Velvet Underground, with dual vocals and been somewhat overshadowed by Hince’s
and Debbie Harry-on-steroids vocals, alongside
an ethereal presence that Nico would be proud of. marriage to Kate Moss as well as Mosshart’s
far greater success in The Dead Weather
partner Jamie Hince.
The closest thing to a pop track The Kills
alongside Jack White. Despite that success, she
The duo’s sound has beefed up in recent times,
manage is 2011’s `Baby Says’, another duet for
remains an underrated frontwoman with few
with the addition of live drums and sampling. The Hince and Mosshart, revealing a less aggressive,
contemporaries to match either her voice or her
stripped back, bluesy octave guitar sounds are
lighter side to their black-hearted take on
still as sexy as ever, though, evoking PJ Harvey’s rock. New single `Doing it to Death’ from recent very considerable charisma.
Karlyn King
unapologetic bare bones and gloom on `Rid of
fifth album `Ash and Ice – their first in half a

CHRISTY MOORE
The New Theatre

Christy Moore is an avuncular presence, possessed of a warm, soft,
soothing burr, while The New Theatre is a sumptuous venue. And yet
Moore’s songs as often as not invite the listener to face uncomfortable
truths, documenting injustices old and new. In doing so he’s alienated
powerful people and potential fans while still managing to become the most
loved and respected living Irish musician. He is also capable of being laugh
out loud funny, even while making a serious statement.
Tonight’s show is Christy’s first visit to Oxford for 21 years, and he
makes good play of pretending he thinks he’s actually in Cambridge. He’s
joined by guitarist Declan Sinnott – a supremely talented but understated
guitarist who’s as much the star of the show as Moore, and percussionist
Jim Higgins, who marries energetic enthusiasm with a lightness of touch.
Seated together at the front of the stage the trio create a cosy atmosphere
where the different sides of Moore’s songs and lyrics play out. One of his
most enduringly controversial songs is among tonight’s highlights - `Viva la
Quinta Brigada’, documenting and celebrating those ordinary Irishmen who
fought and died in the Spanish Civil War while the catholic church sided
with Franco and a sizeable number of his fellow countrymen supported
Hitler. While that’s a rousing, poignant anthem, `I Hate Politicians’ is a

gently hilarious dig at all who seek power, with a neat kiss-off line about
abolishing pensioners.
If he pretty much hits the target every time politically, occasionally
he’s lyrically clumsy, as on tonight’s opener about nuclear war and
environmental disaster; he can be twee at times, and references to Enoch
Powell could easily be updated to certain contemporary politicians, but he
has a sweet, poetic way with words when he gets down to more romantic
topics, whether its dreams of Galway by Irish emigrants, or a woman’s
beauty on `Bees Wing’.
During a two-hour set that flies by despite its easy pace, Moore pays tribute
to his old friend Shane McGowan (currently seriously ill) with his own take
on `A Pair of Brown Eyes’, while his cover of Joni Mitchell’s `Magdalene
Laundries’ is little short of stunning, awash with pathos and simmering
anger. Never one to keep the mood too dark, we get a sing-along `Joxer
Goes To Stuttgart’, which documents Ireland’s heroic but doomed 1988
European Championship campaign.
50 years into his musical career, Christy Moore remains at the top of his
game, both as a writer and an interpreter of others’ songs. Two hours in
his company genuinely warms the soul, but back home, and for days after,
you’re left thinking about the words you’ve heard. Long may he keep
making people think.
Dale Kattack

It’s testament to Gary Numan’s musical
rejuvenation and reinvention that these
days he can invite an artist as challenging
as I Speak Machine on tour with him. Tara
Busch, the LA-based one-woman synth
experimenter, has taken the influences of
Numan and John Foxx and ridden them to
some seriously unholy place, via piercing
vocal performances, monstrously abrasive
synth sounds and home-made zombie
movies (starring, bizarrely, Numan’s three
young daughters), to make for a dense,
claustrophobic set that features twisted
takes on Simon & Garfunkel’s `Sound of
Silence’ and The Beatles’ `Daytripper’ and
sounds like Kate Bush if she’d ditched
the piano lessons in favour of joining
Throbbing Gristle. Hardened synth-pop
fans are heard muttering darkly about the
insufferable noise, but really, it’s hellishly
brilliant.
Given Numan’s enduring distaste for
nostalgia (he’s always eschewed the
lucrative 80s revival tours and festivals),
this current tour is as surprising as it is
welcome for die-hard Numanoids and
the legions of old-school synth fans who
have packed every venue along the way,
as the man revisits his classic `Machine
Music’ trilogy of albums from 1979 and
80 - `Replicas’, `The Pleasure Principle’
and `Telekon’. The influence of those
early records can’t be overstated, with
everyone from Afrika Bambaataa, Dr Dre
and Prince, to Nine Inch Nails, Nirvana
and Foo Fighters, to Blur, Weezer and Lady
Gaga declaring their love, and it’s obvious
from the off just how removed this music
is from what’s now considered synthpop. From the powerful live drums, to the
harsh, punk-informed guitars on tracks like

THE ESKIES
The Jericho Tavern

The night before this gig we’d been to see
Christy Moore at The New Theatre – a
genuine Irish national treasure playing
the biggest venue in town. Tonight finds
a motley bunch of Christy’s fellow
countrymen embarking on a pub tour in
support of their debut album. Apparently noone came to their show in Leeds a couple of
days earlier, and on the way to this gig they’d
had a row in the van and driver and drummer
Steven Kearney – a bearded beast of a bloke
dressed in a skin-tight leopard print vest –
had simply got out of the van. While it was
still moving.
Everyone has to start somewhere, and you’d
hope and expect on tonight’s evidence that
The Eskies’ toilet circuit tribulations will be
a quaint and distant memory as they follow
Christy Moore onto bigger stages.
The band are funny as hell for starters –
four of the five of them exchanging sharp,
sometimes surreal banter between songs
(mandolin player Rob Murphy keeps his
head down throughout), the story of the
in-van bust-up morphing into musings
on Oscar Wilde and grey squirrels. And

`You Are In My Vision’, to the glowering
bass synths, it more often sounds like the
industrial soundtrack to some nightmarish
far-future war, the siren howls of `I Dream
Of Wires’ and `Films’ ploughing deeper and
heavier grooves than most guitar bands ever
manage, while Numan’s existential lyrics,
fuelled in his younger years by the isolation
brought on by his then undiagnosed
Apserger’s syndrome and a love for Philip
K Dick’s outré sci-fi, paint bleak, haunting
pictures that predate Thom Yorke’s
similarly angst-driven songs by decades.
Numan himself is a more natural performer
than he was when these songs first emerged;
the android awkwardness of his old stagefright replaced by an agile exuberance
brought on by greater confidence and a
late-in-life discovery of whisky. From the
dense, doomladen paranoia of set opener
`Replicas’, through the last-human-on-earth
contemplation of `M.E’ (famously sampled
by Basement Jaxx on `Where’s Your Head
At’), to the carouselling silicon snowstorm
of `I Die: You Die’, tonight’s set is a
masterclass in electronic music with heart
and soul.
`Are `Friends’ Electric?’ remains the
greatest synth riff ever written, and gets its
traditional mass singalong treatment, while
`Cars’ isn’t far behind, and there’s even
time in the encore for a step further back in
time for `My Shadow In Vain’, a reminder
of Numan’s punk roots and earliest
discovery of the power of synthesizers.
Over 35 years after these songs were
written, they still sound like the future, and
with Numan’s pioneer status set in stone
and his new music acclaimed as never
before, that future looks brighter than ever.
Dale Kattack

musically they’re close to being irresistible,
a relentlessly lively mix and match of
traditional Irish folk, klezmer, Balkan folk
and close harmony singing, all infused with
a genuine punk spirit. So opener `Tear Along
the Line’ sounds like The Pogues gone polka
and gets people on their feet, while `Wild,
Wild Heart’ gallops along with an almost
spaghetti western vibe. There’s rough-hewn
drinking men’s blues, but sweetened by
four-part harmonies, a song that sounds like
it was based upon the rhythm to The Clash’s
`London’s Burning’, and `Jesus Don’t Save
Me’ throws in ragtime, hot jazz, negro
spiritual and some hornpipe to make for a
heady, eclectic hot mess.
They’re unabashedly good-time, a band
built to get barrooms bouncing, and such is
their ability to cut through a world of folk
dance styles, you can imagine them filling
bars in towns and cities far from their native
Dublin. And once they’ve outgrown those
bars, onto festivals and arena tours. Maybe
they could even get themselves a proper tour
bus and someone to drive it for them.
Dale Kattack

THE OXFORD
RECORD & CD FAIR

St ALDATES PARISH CENTRE
40 Pembroke St, St Aldates, OX1 1BP

Saturday 12th November
10am-4pm

Rock/pop/jazz/soul/reggae/indie/all other genres
Accessories/memoriabillia/books.
Brand new and back catalogue/Rare Vinyl
www.usrfairs.co.uk

DON’T IGNORE HAND PAIN
The Oxford Brookes Hand Clinic is now
open to the public
If you have
problems with
your hands such
as arthritis or
repetitive strain
injury, or have had
a recent sports injury,
hand therapy may help.
At the Hand Clinic an experienced Hand
Therapist will make a detailed assessment of
your hand(s) and advise what you can do to help
yourself or may recommend further treatment.
The clinic is open on Wednesdays at Marston Road,
Oxford. Email us at handclinic@brookes.ac.uk or
phone 01865 485250 to make an appointment.

www.shs.brookes.ac.uk/hand-clinic
A 50 minute assessment costs £65.
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JOE BUCK YOURSELF / TRAUMA UK / BEAVER FUEL
The Wheatsheaf

Joe Buck isn’t hard to spot.
Positively oozing punk attitude he’s
also an embodiment of American
hobo couture. The main exhibit in
his “no-fucks-knowingly-given”
appearance is the colossal pouch of
rolling tobacco he’s carrying with
him. It’s the size of a carrier bag, the
contents of which have apparently
been smoked to the bottom over
the course of the evening. The
health warning on it is a picture of
a necrotised foot, which due to the

PETER MURPHY
O2 Academy
Peter Murphy has always been one
of the artier singers in rock music: his
performances with Bauhaus through
the 80s mixed ferocity and outright
camp, interpretive dance and mime
with something approaching ballet,
a born exhibitionist, half Bowie, half
Nijinski. If the music press of the
time labelled him pretentious, they
simply missed his utter conviction to
performance.
Several decades on from his gothic
heyday, Murphy still casts an elegantly
foppish figure, a chiselled, glowering
dandy with a dry but warm wit. But
time has maybe caught up with him on
the performance front as tonight he’s
onstage armed with a stool, his slender
band consisting of just a guitarist and
bass player-cum-violinist. He’s also,
by his own admission, suffering from a
stinking cold, which inevitably affects
his voice, the mug of some hot drink
perched beside him adding another
incongruous homely touch to the show.
He’s at his best when he’s at his most
intense, as on the drama-laden `All

size of the bag, is actual sized. It’s
not an image that’s easily avoided or
ignored, but it would appear that Joe
Buck either doesn’t care or he really
wants a necrotic appendage.
When he’s not smoking himself to
peg-leg glory, he’s eyeballing the
support bands. Leigh from Beaver
Fuel is the first to deal with Buck’s
stare-out, and he copes with it well;
mainly because he’s distracted by
being smacked in the face with a
microphone by bass player James.

Night Long’, with its bamboo rhythm
and Murphy’s theatrical microphone
technique at its most OTT. Sometimes,
though, it’s all a bit earnest and dull,
with an under-rehearsed feel about
the band. A cover of `The Bewley
Brothers’, in tribute to Bowie, just
about passes muster, while an encore
of Bauhaus’ `All We Ever Wanted Was
Everything’ is a bit limp.
Conversely `King Volcano’ takes on
a pagan folk vibe, like something lost
from The Wicker Man soundtrack
and sounds genuinely haunting, while
closer `Hollow Hills’ is suitably
stunning and richly atmospheric. But
when he leaves the stage for good
after barely more than an hour, those
in the crowd who’ve forked out £25
for a ticket are left feeling shortchanged. Tonight’s gig feels like it
would have worked better in the cosy
confines of a snug bar after closing
time, and from such a flamboyant
character it all seems somewhat
underwhelming.
Dale Kattack

Accidents to one side, Beaver Fuel
have sharpened their act lately. The
addition of Chris on drums keeps the
band on track where once they were
a little ramshackle; their sardonic
takes on the ridiculousness of human
existence and occasional forays into
nudge-nudge humour are now more
focused and as a result, have a better
hit rate. They not quite Oxford’s Half
Man Half Biscuit yet, but they’re
on the way… like a three-day old
humanoid jaffa cake.

Trauma UK are a more straight
forward punk affair. No art-school
punk for them; they prefer a more
straight-forward amped up attack that
has more in common with Discharge.
`Renegade’ is the highlight of their
set: direct, punchy, and with an
unavoidable hook. There’s a sizable
hole left in the wake of Headcount’s
recent demise; maybe Trauma UK
could be the band to fill it. With room
to spare, obviously.
Joe Buck takes to the stage with
acoustic guitar in hand, and stomping
boots on feet (still not necrotic).
He then spits and snarls through an
acoustic set that seems like it might
well bubble over into violence.
Stamping on the stage to provide a
back beat and occasionally utilising
Trauma UK as his backing vocalists,
his country punk songs make sure
that everyone knows that he’s an evil
motherfucker from Tennessee, that
he’s got the devil and a fair bit of hate
in him, and that he quite likes a trip on
the drug train. For a moment, he’s like
an authentic and genuinely terrifying
version of Seasick Steve, as you might
well expect from a friend of GG Allin
and band mate of Hank Williams III.
Yet, there’s still time for a glimpse of
a softer side as he relates a tale about
his son being bullied and plays a song
for his deceased father. Whilst Buck
is primarily about attack, letting out
his demons and telling everyone what
a complete motherfucker he is, he’s
also in possession of a finely tuned
songwriting nous. What initially felt
like a press-ganged fireside singsong
becomes a roaring, spitting triumph
of energetic showmanship and great
songs.
Sam Shepherd

WILD BEASTS / MONEY
O2 Academy
Money start out their set with slow
brooding indie, that if you took out the
acoustic guitar and vocals could pass
for Godspeed taking an accessible turn,
but with Jamie Lee’s strumming and
singing almost evoking a dark Bowie
ballad. However, their second track
takes a hefty move towards the bland,
becoming safe Sunday Times indie in
the worst ways. To quote my cohort
for the evening “they’re a charmless
Pogues, played slower” - or maybe
“Faux-gues”. Just as I’ve completely
lost interest, I look up to discover
they’ve gone back to the accessible
post rock mood and everything is
epic...for a brief while, and all too
quickly lost again.
After a long electronic and choir intro
track, building and building, Wild
Beasts take to the stage with new song
`Big Cat’. The track takes a while
to, er... show its teeth, but it reveals
itself to be a slow funk groove with
more synths that even previous album
‘Present Tense’ brought to their sound.
The band are really running with

the retro video game aesthetic in
the production of their stage and
album design and you can see where
it’s comes from; not that their new
material would fit behind an epic
battle between Ryu and Chun-Li (of
Street Fighter fame), but it has the
same sort of self-confident swagger
that made white suits with rolled up
sleeves cool, and the electronics have
definitely shifted their timbres in that
direction, to great effect.
Wild Beasts have always been very
much greater than the sum of their
parts. If you academically took each
of their songs on their own they are
pretty samey, but in reality it doesn’t
feel that way at all. I can’t pinpoint
if it’s just the attention to detail in
their arrangements or the perfect
interplay between the two vocalists
but they are frankly brilliant. They are
fun, theatrical and excitable but also
genuine, intense and emotive and I’m
really glad that they continue to grow
with each album.
Matt Chapman-Jones

WHAT BECAME OF US: Friday
The Bullingdon
The year elapsed since last seeing KID KIN
has clearly been fruitful for the one-man
multi-instrument unit. The loops, light digital
percussion, E-bow guitar and sweeping,
symphonic pieces are still in place, but the
tendency towards aimlessness is replaced by
more solid song structures and a welcome
sense of clarity. Moving to Oxford from
Liverpool in 2013 and making his live
debut that year, Peter Lloyd has issued four
releases, the latest being an eight minute
epic ‘Masterclash’, on top of a number of
remixes. The maintaining of tension and
interest is achieved by unexpected changes
in instrumentation, never adding more to the
mix then necessary.
Witney boys VON BRAUN are more of
a traditional indie three-piece, though they
used to feature two guitars and no bass. The
remaining guitar has a distinctive, Gang of
Four-type sound, though their mention of
being likened to ‘Bleach’-era Nirvana is
rather optimistic. The beards and liberal use
of harmonies creates something of a rustic
feel, but the voices, like the drummer, aren’t
strong enough to carry matters off. More
work is needed for them to break into a
higher league.
Former Foals trumpeter HUDSON SCOTT
fronts one of those annoying Everything
Everything-type bands who try to combine

80s funk and modern indie and end up in
the worst of both worlds. (Of course the
sublime Fickle Friends, playing here this
month, prove it can work perfectly). With
his jerky little dances and nasal singing
style he could have stepped out of a BBC
Three sitcom, a world away from his days
with the less accessible Youthmovies and
Jonquil, though there’s tantalising reminders
of both. Interestingly, though the crowd
has now greatly expanded many just chat
through the set, reinforcing the impression of
this being background music.
GENGAHR may be the big London name
on tonight’s bill but the audience is already
thinning out. Early shows and debut album
‘A Dream Outside’ earned them some
gushing press coverage, and there’s no
escaping the professionalism and relatively
sophisticated songwriting. Felix Bushe’s
falsetto vocal style works very nicely with
the restrained, rumbling rhythm guitar and
released from the elaborate production of the
album it’s all rather pleasingly grungy, with
a few rough edges. ‘Dizzy Ghosts’ is catchy
and understated, with a gentle quality that
got those critics in a tizz, but let’s hope they
don’t succumb to The Curse of The Kooks
and end up better known as a lifestyle choice
than purveyors of great songs.
Art Lagun

WHAT BECAME OF US: Saturday
The Bullingdon
With a glut of both local and international
bands accounted for over the two days, What
Became Of Us enters its second day with a
diverse but ultimately impressive line up,
and with the announcement of Yuck and Toy
to be taking Saturday’s headline slots, there’s
quite a buzz of expectation which refuses to
dissipate throughout the gig’s entertainment.
The day starts with HAZE, and even so
early on their earnest and authentic garage
rock is a delight, the young lads excelling
with a unique brand of atonal indie rock.
PALM HONEY follow with a vague
attempt at something resembling a string of
Sonic Youth B sides and ORANGE VISION
fill the room with so much wah wah that the
afternoon feels like it’s slipping into some
sort of existential dream sequence.
However, VAN ZELLER restore order
and momentum with a simple yet vigorous
brand of thrashy punk that serves as a good
build up to CABBAGE, a Manchester
five piece who steal the show with baying
vocals and an anarchistic mentality, their
destitute originality and old-fashioned rock
and roll ethos making for a truly exceptional
live performance, as does their obscure,
sexualised subject matter.
WILLIE J HEALEY then puts in a
noteworthy set of rhythm’n’blues-inflected
pop with an increasingly polished live sound,
keeping the Oxford flag flying and reminding
us once again what an incredible talent we
have on our doorstep.
Then it’s the turn of TOY, the Brighton
quintet providing a masterclass in how to

create avant-garde psychedelia in a most
compelling and cleverly orchestrated
manner. Their music, the pulsing drums,
discordant guitar work and general richness
of sound, has a hypnotic capability and
their ability to effortlessly flit in and out
of multiple genres within the space of one
song is something to marvel at. Their music
lends itself perfectly to a live sound as the
compositions are given a chance to breathe
outside of the shackles of the studio and
their refusal to create anything which has too
much commercial relevance makes them a
unique and intoxicating beast.
And so to headliners YUCK, the chief
reason many here stumped up the ticket
price. While they give a delightful and genial
performance it does somewhat highlight a
band that has stopped moving forward. The
abundance of songs played from their first
record, although pleasing the audience, is
stark evidence that even the band have come
to accept it as their only work of any real
significance. While it does feel more like a
nostalgic walk down memory lane than a
band still making headway in the industry,
the performance is faultless and it does
an incredible amount of justice to the first
record that five years and three records on,
they can still fill a room with anticipated
fervour.
Ultimately What Became Of Us is a frenetic
and joyous weekend of live music and a
wonderful way to shake of the post summer,
pre-Christmas blues.
Richard Brabin
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BETH ORTON
O2 Academy

As Dylan sits with his Nobel prize
for Literature and people debate if
music can carry the same weight
as prose, Beth Orton similarly
manages to successfully open up
a debate about art at her Oxford
show. As she ditches the acoustic
sounds of `Central Reservation’
and `Trailer Park’, returning to
her more experimental roots with

new album `Kidsticks,’ we spend
the night debating not whether we
like it or not but instead what she’s
trying to convey.
Beth opens with the bass heavy
`Moon’, and there’s little that
you can do but stand and absorb
the reverberations which echo
round the venue. From here she
moves to `Falling’, which sees her

MICHAEL KIWANUKA
The Truck Store

“I love record stores,” proclaims British soul
star Michael Kiwanuka to a packed, breathingroom-only Truck Store before launching into five
numbers ahead of his sold-out gig at the O2 later
in the evening.
He plays those five songs with only his acoustic
guitar for company and it turns out to be utterly
compelling, the intimate setting and sparse
guitar chords highlighting even more than on
CD that Kiwanuka’s beautiful voice is shot
through with doubt and vulnerability. The way
he communicates emotion bears comparison to
Nina Simone: rootsy and soulful, while in this
setting, with just his guitar, he is also in the great
tradition of singer songwriters like Paul Simon.
Standing tall, he has a considerable presence as
he sings `Rule The World’ and `Black Man In A
White World’ (this is one of those times where
as Kiwanuka has observed “there’s not many
black people at my gigs”) from his current album
`Love and Hate’.
The man’s definitely a star and such an intimate
gig is something to be treasured. Such is the
number of people who buy the album and its
predecessor, it takes Kiwanuka quite a time
for him to sign them all, after which he goes to
check out the music on offer on the Truck Store’s

cue to leave.
For those who remain the galactic
sounding `Dawnstar’ shows how
Beth has been able to mould and
adapt herself as an artist. The
combination of the musical tension
and lyrics seems to blend with
ease, and perhaps best showcase
how Beth seems to be trying to
marry sound and substance as
one. This is equally evidenced in
`1973’, with its more retro sound,
which brings some needed life and
depth into the set.
I’ll admit, as someone who
discovered Beth in the `Trailer
Park’ era, for me the highlight
is the gentle yet sympathetic
reworking of `Pass in Time’, which
sees her move from the keyboard
back to an acoustic guitar. It’s
this which leaves me concluding
that Beth has succeeded in what
she’s tried to do. What is art, if
not to divide opinion, and create
conversation, and tonight that’s
exactly what she does. You
don’t have to enjoy something to
appreciate its value, and though
‘Kidsticks’ might be Orton’s
riskiest album to date, it’s a risk
which feels like it’s delivered
exactly what she intended.
vocal sound move away from the
As she proclaims half way
syrupy sounds for which she has
through the show, “I’ve not
become accustomed. However it’s
changed, but I’ve changed”, it
when she moves to the remix of
becomes clear that perhaps this is
`Galaxies of Emptiness’ that the
precisely Beth’s point. She is able
split in tonight’s crowd becomes
to deliver the same punchy and
thought provoking lyrics, without
really apparent and while half
remaining wedded to a sound or
stand and nod their head in quiet
style.
approval, there’s another half a
dozen people who decide this is the Lisa Ward

racks for himself. And after that, he’s up the road
to play for over a thousand fans in a considerably
larger room.
Colin May

LAID BLAK
The Cellar

It is no secret that Bristol has, for decades now,
been a natural home for reggae artists. Clement
weather, a laid back attitude to life and – perhaps
not unrelated – plentiful supplies of the Herb
(largely due to its proximity to maritime trading
routes) make Brizzle synonymous with the roots…
Massive Attack, junglists Smith and Mighty (of
whom Rob Smith is now known as RSD, the final
initial standing for Dub), dynamic duo Dubkasm
and the late, lamented DJ Derek are amongst the
genre’s foremost practitioners, as are tonight’s
band, playing as part of Count Skylarkin’s monthly
soundsystem night.
It wouldn’t be fair to label Laid Blak strictly
reggae, as they delve into hip hop, funk, rock and
a wee bit of dub-step on a regular basis. Last time
we saw them was at this summer’s hectically
ramshackle festival Boomtown, where they helped
many a bleary punter skank away the comedown
on a sunny Sunday morning.
They are as comfortable there, playing on the

massive Lion’s Den stage, as they are here, in
a crowded, sweaty Cellar on a Friday night.
Beforehand, fellow Briss-ting DJ Selecta Lee, from
new Bristol roots collective Riddim Wize, is on
warm up duties, with Laid Blak’s main vocalist Joe
Peng stepping in for some sound system (where he
started) style MCing.
When all seven finally take to the stage, they are
introduced by Aidan Larkin as the best reggae
band in Britain (they were once even voted best
in northern Europe) and it’s easy to see why. They
have an effortless quality to them, both driving,
and funky, with a nicely grimy edge. Peng is a
cheeky chappie frontman extraordinaire, with his
onstage banter with co-singer Tita, calling the bass
player Lupo `Wrongnote’ as he introduces Marley’s
dubwise classic `Natural Mystic’, deliberately
playing a wrong note. Dj Bunjy, the hip hopper,
is at the back, spicing it up further with some live
mixing, while Mick `Scotty’ Conway cuts through
the mix with solid rocksteady guitar.
They blaze through the classics: `Bristol Love’,
`Rudie’, stoner anthem `Red’, and a couple of
new tracks, notably `Mic Man’ from forthcoming
album `About Time’ (“because it’s about flippin’
time it came out!” says Peng), and `War’, featuring
thrashy guitars and a heavy roots vibe, only hinted
at previously. So, Laid Blak: don’t be fooled by the
name; they are on it and all about the groove.
Leo Bowder

MEILYR JONES
The Bullingdon

It has been claimed at the colossal
cart and horses that is the internet
has put paid to the kind of carefully
curated music label that used to
exist back in the day. That’s pretty
much nonsense of course and
Moshi Moshi’s record of breaking
young talent via the likes of Anan
Meredith and Kiran Leonard is
fully realised in their sponsorship
of Welsh songster Meilyr Jones.
It’s a lyrical set that he treats us
to in front of a hushed crowd at
the Bullingdon, accompanied by
two violinists, a trumpeter and
a tambourine. The orchestration
recalls The Divine Comedy and
My Life Story in their pomp,
a spirited two fingers up to
anti-Britpop revisionists – that
movement was generally at its best
in the shape of its lesser known
lights and Jones’ show isn’t scared
to be baroque – all topped off
with a voice that maintains his

homeland’s reputation for powerful
and melodic vocal chords.
In a year where Metronomy
have released the search engine
confusing `Summer 08’, Jones’
`2013’ is equally bafflingly
titled and the songs experience
a makeover here – at times, a
psychedelic feel breaks in and
the show is as much 1960s as it is
1990s in its influences. Jones is a
lively front man, stepping into the
crowd during the encore, Spring
Offensive-style, and then retreating
to the back of the room for a
blether with the soundman while
his violinist colleagues maintain
the beauty of the music. “My last
performance was a smash”, sings
Jones on `Featured Artist’, a witty
paean to those ultimate arbiters of
liberal taste, The Guardian and The
Observer. This show certainly falls
fully into that category.
Rob Langham

FEWS / THE PICTURE PALACE
The Bullingdon
Given that they hail from High
Wycombe rather than from round
these parts, The Picture Palace
presumably aren’t named in
homage to the legendarily eccentric
cinema just down the road. Neither
are they the pretentious, turtleneckand-shades-wearing, subtitleloving cineastes their moniker
might suggest.
On the contrary, they’re a
bunch of teenagers/earlytwentysomethings who appear to
believe they’ve hit upon a USP.
There’s just one small problem:
a USP has to be something that
might actually induce people to
buy. Confronted with the sound
of Eric Clapton noodling over a
third-rate Bloc Party, audiences are
less likely to buy and more likely
to want to fillet themselves with a
spoon. Salvage the basslines, scrap
everything else and start again.
Anyone who’s been driven to
self-immolation misses out on
witnessing FEWS play the final
gig of their own headline tour
before a run of opening slots for
Pixies. Comprising a Brit, an
American and a couple of Swedes,
the quartet are sadly not quite
as good an advert for the merits
of international collaboration
(as opposed to xenophobic
isolationism) as we might have
hoped for in the present political
climate.
FEWS have been widely described
as post-punk. Whether the term

should be defined narrowly,
as a specific and identifiable
style, is contentious – as Simon
Reynolds’ superlative Rip It
Up and Start Again underlines,
punk’s messy demise in the
late 1970s subsequently gave
rise to a colourful and wildly
divergent array of musical forms.
Nevertheless, all of the signifiers
with which the label post-punk
has become associated, rightly or
wrongly – needling and clanging
guitars, motorik drums, a general
sense of unease – are certainly
present and correct.
The issue for FEWS, though,
is that they’re not sufficiently
distinctive to really stand out from
the crowd, remaining resolutely
inferior to the likes of Savages,
Viet Cong/Preoccupations, DIIV,
Girls Names and the gloomy
godfathers, Interpol. As a result, I
find my interest waning and mind
drifting mid-set as one song slides
into another, only slow-burner
‘Keep On Telling Myself’ arresting
my attention, until twitchy, itchy
single ‘The Zoo’ comfortably
blows away everything that’s gone
before.
The evening ends just as debut
album `MEANS’ does, with ‘Ill’
and its intense wig-out – and
with the feeling that, as good as
FEWS can occasionally be, they’re
not destined to live long in the
memory.
Ben Woolhead

A NEW VIEW PROMOTIONS & ACADEMY EVENTS PRESENT
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Nightshift’s monthly guide to the best local music bubbling under

Black Skies Burn

CHASING YOU TOUR
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THE WHEATSHEAF

Dr SHOTOVER’s Open Day

Friday 4th November – KLUB KAKOFANNEY

CHASING DAYLIGHT HEAD OF STEAM + CORA PEARL

7:45pm

Saturday 5 November – TWO FACE PROMOTIONS
th

CRIMSON TUSK INDICA BLUES + VILE & VILE + HOPE BURDEN

7:45pm

Friday 11th November – OXROX

WHO CARES SEEK NOTHING + MURDER MILE

7:45pm

Sunday 13th November

FROM THE BOGS OF AUGHISKA
KHOST + TERRA + SHRYKULL 7:45pm
Friday 18th November

CHEROKII WIERD MILK + TOM DRED

7:45pm

Saturday 19th November – GAPPY TOOTH INDUSTRIES

CLUB SODA CALLOW SAINTS + RESTRUCTURE

8pm

Tuesday 22nd November – OXFORD CITY FESTIVAL

LUCY LEAVE HOLY MOMENTS + DEAR HERO + CAREER

7:45pm

Wednesday 23rd November - OXFORD CITY FESTIVAL

EASTER ISLAND STATUES

FREEMANTLE + THE OUTSIDE + RAS BROTHER JOHN 7:45pm
Friday 25th November – OXFORD CITY FESTIVAL

STORYTELLER DEADBEAT APOSTLES + COUNTRY FOR OLD MEN
DAN MCKEAN BAND 7:45pm
Saturday 26th November

JOHN OTWAY BEARD OF DESTINY

8pm

Tuesday 29th November

REMNANT GUTLOCKER + BLACK EMERALD
THE FREUDIAN SESSION 7:45pm
Wednesday 30th November - ROCKSOC

MEANSTEED MOLOTOV SEXBOMB + LITTLE SPARTA

7:45pm

The Wheatsheaf 129 High Street, Oxford OX1 4DF / www.facebook.com/wheatsheaf.oxford

Ah, finally found your way here, have you? Well, come on, come on – don’t hang
around on the UNWELCOME mat all day. Get inside, try not to drip on the ancestral
rug, and stand in an orderly queue over there. That’s it, under the stuffed head
of that minor royal I bagged in the Hindu Kush in ‘47. Before we go any further
with our guided tour of Shotover Towers, there is the small matter of the price of
admission. So, with no further ado, I invite you to fill up this Sevenchurch bassdrum case with your plastic fivers (any which you haven’t converted into a stylus
for your granny’s old stereo). Gifts of brandy, port and left-over nasty 1970s,
ahem, medication are also acceptable. My valet/personal trainer Spanish Kevin
Sanchez will inventorize (and take his usual cut). Now, no dawdling or scuffling…
kindly follow me into the Daniel Cohn-Bendit Memorial Library. Here you will find
a specially selected exhibition, entitled Cloud-Cuckoo-Land Made Me: the World
of Dr Shotover. First up you will note an original 1958 edition of the War Picture
Library’s Chindit!, placed in a glass case alongside medals from my own Burma
campaign with the King’s Own Mahavishnu Rifles. ‘For Valour’… or should that
read ‘For Valium’? Moving swiftly on, over here you will find everything T. Lobsang
Rampa ever wrote… The Radiohead Bumper Joke Book… a box set of Colin Bakerera Dr Who novelizations… HP Lovecraft’s Cthul’hu Mythos… Anaïs Nin’s Delta of
Didcot… tum-ti-tum, Tibetan Book of the Dead… doobie-doo, Richard Neville’s
Playpower… pom, pom, pom, The Code of the Woosters… Und so weiter. OH. MY.
GOD. You there! What are you DOING? You are leafing through my original signed
copy of Fear and Loathing in Las Vegas. You f***ing OAF! Right – that’s it. Tour is
over. Everybody out! Spanish, I say, SPANISH - time to get the Guv’nor! [Dr S’s voice
turns silky with menace]… Now, ladies and gentlemen, my esteemed associate
Figgy Sturgess, the angriest and most pugilistic member of the East Indies Club,
will be with you just as
soon as Spanish Kevin
has unlocked his box. I
advise you to leave by the
nearest exit. You have two
minutes to negotiate the
spiky hedges and slimy
moat before Mr Sturgess
is released. He is hungry.
He is inbred. Never
darken my doors again.
No refunds. BYEEEE!
Next month: Look out,
The Library at Shotover Towers: ‘Looks like old
there’s a monster coming
Figgy was here before us…’

Who are they?
Didcot death-grind beasts Black Skies Burn are: Chris Marks (guitar); Simon
Wormy Manion (vocals); Will Michlyk (bass), and Steve Butler (drums).
They formed in 2005, with the current line-up together since 2012, with
Wormy joining from fellow local deathcore crew Faith In Hate and Will
from Set In Stone. Moving increasingly into a grindcore sound, the band
have released one studio album, `To Punish & Enslave’, as well as a live
album, `Stuck On A Name’. This month they release a split-EP with Bristol’s
Hategrind on Grindscene Records. The band have toured the UK, Holland
and France, including supports to Sepultura, Benediction, ENT, Cerebral Fix,
Raging Speedhorn, Gojira, and Desecration. “A lot of carnage, motorway
pizza, stupid song titles and debauchery have carried us through hundreds and
hundreds of shows,” they say.
What do they sound like?
The band’s own self-description – “Nasty, foul-mouthed death-grind created
in the bowels of Oxfordshire” – pretty much hits the nail on the head. With a
seriously big hammer. Taking inspiration from grind pioneers Napalm Death,
Black Skies Burn keep it fast, brutal and heavy to the Nth degree. You want
tunes, choruses and happy times? Get outta here!
What inspires them?
“We’re just four guys that have grown up with heavy music; we don’t really
have any musical talents; we are all self-taught and we just show that hard
work prevails and that’s what drives us.”
Career highlight so far:
“Opening for Sepultura at Dublin Academy on their 30 year anniversary
show; what a dream show that was. And soon to join that, we play three
shows with Napalm Death and our good mates from Dublin, Warpath, in
March.”
And the lowlight:
“When we toured with Warpath and a tanked-up Chris quit the band and fell

out of a window. He made the show the next night, though, which involved a
lot of hungover guilt.”
Their favourite other Oxfordshire act is:
“Desert Storm, because of the hard work they put into touring and promoting;
those lads deserve a lot of appreciation for what they do for the scene.”
If they could only keep one album it would be:
“`Enemy Of The Music Business’ by Napalm Death is one we all like.”
When is their next local gig and what can newcomers expect?
“The Buried In Smoke all-dayer at The Bullingdon on the 12th November.
An awesome mix of heavy bands headlined by Desert Storm. Newcomers to
us can expect a brutal grindcore racket; check out bands like Pig Destroyer,
Disrupt or Wormrot to prepare yourself.
Their favourite and least favourite things about Oxford music are:
“Favourite: The Club That Cannot Be Named from back in the day: so many
sick shows! Least favourite is that we don’t have TCTCBN’s Alan Day and
Dave Chicken here anymore; the vibe they brought in just can’t be emulated.”
You might love them if you love:
Napalm Death; Terrorizer; Extreme Noise Terror; Disrupt; Wormrot; Dying
Fetus.
Hear them here:
https://blackskiesburn.bandcamp.com

ALL OUR YESTERDAYS

THIS MONTH IN OXFORD
MUSIC HISTORY

Funny what turns up in the demos pages when
you look back. November 1996 found a new band
in town going under the name The Unbelievable
Truth crowned Demo of the Month. Seems
obvious in retrospect but, hey, Nightshift has form
spotting thrilling new talent. “He’ll not thank us
for mentioning it but singer Andy Yorke has a
famous older brother,” began the review before
declaring demo highlight `Finest Little Space’ a
foretaste of even greater things to come. And it
did.
Quite a sparkling month as far as local gigs
went. Opening proceedings on the 1st were The
Cardiacs at The Point, even that far back a band
with an enviable history and pedigree for strange,
challenging music. Moving further through
November we found Urusei Yatsura and Craig
Charles playing at Brookes University – the
latter doing a comedy show rather than his funk
and soul revue – Drugstore; Catatonia; Bis; The
Raincoats; Stereolab; Courtney Pine and The
Candyskins at The Zodiac; Erasure – supported
by Dubstar – at The Apollo (now The New
Theatre); The Delgados; Thurman; Quickspace
Supersport; Gallon Drunk and some young
whippersnapopers called Mogwai at The Point,
plus Dick Gaughan at The Elm Tree.
Looking back at some of the local band names
filling the gig guide, it’s reassuring to note The
Relationships, Dubwiser, Nought, The Corsairs
and The Dirty Earth Band are all still going,
although Bluefields, Lynus, The Love Lollies and
Kick The Biscuit might have to wait a while to be
immortalised by history.

Great local bands come and go; it’s the nature of
things, and in November 2011 we bid farewell to
Winchell Riots, the band formed from the ashes
of Fell City Girl. Singer Phil McMinn announced
the split saying, “We set out with the mentality
of doing things exactly the way we wanted, as a
reaction to what happened with Fell City Girl. This
meant setting up our own label, choosing our own
producers, our own artwork, our own money. The
upsides were immense but being in a band of our
size over the last few years has been increasingly
hard to sustain – financially, logistically,
emotionally and mentally. Those last two have
taken the greatest toll. Sometimes you love each
other too much; sometimes you don’t love each
other enough – that’s a valid reason to stop.”
The band bowed out with a farewell show at The
Jacqueline du Pre Building.
In more positive news Jon Spira’s film Anyone
Can Play Guitar got its official release this month
– the documentary charting the story of the Oxford
music scene by way of the stories of various bands
and leading figures of the scene, but also a universal
story showing how scenes come together and how
luck can affect the success or otherwise of a band.
With modish rockers Dead Jerichos gracing the
front cover, Nightshift carried reviews of new
releases from Borderville; Nick Cope; Hot Hooves
and Von Braun, while highlights of the local gig
month were Wild Beasts, Adam Ant, Kvelertak
and MF Doom at The O2 Academy, while Imelda
May played what was to be the final ever show at
The Regal before it became a religious community
centre thing. Hurrah for progress.

20 YEARS AGO

10 YEARS AGO

What were we saying about being dab hands at
spotting new young talent? Well hey, who was
that gazing out from the front cover of November
2006’s Nightshift? Only Foals! It was the band’s
first ever interview feature, following a succession
of excited live reviews in the mag. Four years after
we first stood in a state of awe watching Yannis
Philippakis and Jack Bevan playing in their first band
Elizabeth, the pair were part of a band they’d formed
with Andrew Mears of Youthmovie Soundtrack
Strategies and Walter and Jimmy from Face Meets
Grill, Andrew subsequently replaced by Edwin on
guitar (“we invited him to join as a joke that he still
hasn’t got,” noted Yannis). Talking about Foals’
move from complex math and post-rock adventures
into a fleet-footed funk and disco-informed guitar
pop, Yannis said, “losing sleep over time signatures
gave way to losing sleep at techno nights, talking
about how to create something really alien with
guitars and Korgs.” Along with a photo session in the
Phoenix Picturehouse’s projection room by Sam
Shepherd, the band eulogized Hot Chip and Steve
Reich and talked about the influence of Devo, Nelly
Furtado, and labels like Kitsune and Kompakt, being
a bit cagey about a forthcoming record deal (with
Transgressive as it turned out) and dispelling any
supposed misconceptions about them: “That we’re
in pain; Edwin doesn’t know how to play keyboards;
we’re geeks but we know how to dance; Walter
isn’t actually someone who killed the real Walter a
long time ago and Yannis isn’t the Caucasian heir to
Prince.” There was more and we’re not sure all of it
made sense. Those boys didn’t turn out too shabby,
did they?

5 YEARS AGO

DEMOS

Sponsored by

DEMO OF
THE MONTH
TENTH LISTEN

At the time of going to print we still don’t
know whether America has elected a
bigoted, misogynistic clown as president,
but given the way 2016 has gone so far we
wouldn’t bet against it; heck, we’re already
heading back to the glory years of The
Cold War. So it’s probably time to listen
to some hardcore of an 80s vintage, and
right on cue come Tenth Listen with their
second Demo of the Month in three years,
a vigorous punk shake-up and refreshing
reminder of when noisy underground
bands Stateside were more concerned
about taking pot shots at the forces of
authority and doing dangerous skateboard
stunts rather than selling clothing ranges
and bleating about how unfair it was
living in Orange County. Three songs in
under seven minutes – in and out with
the speed and efficiency of an SAS hit
squad, velocity and melody in roughly
equal tandem as the raid the graves of
early Husker Du, The Descendents and in
particular Dag Nasty, beefing it all up gruff
and nasty most on `Awaken’, but avoiding
blitzkrieg overkill in favour of shoutalong choruses and simple tunes. There
used to be hundreds of bands like this;
nowadays there are probably thousands,
all cranking it out loud and simple at DIY
gigs in compact basement bars. Good; this
is where the resistance began last time;
maybe it will again.

TRAUMA UK

Three state of the art rehearsal rooms.
For bookings.
Call Jamie on 07917685935
Glasshouse studios, Cumnor, Oxford
glasshousestudios.org

More punk, though less refined or
effective from Witney veterans Trauma
UK, who have supported UK Subs and
The Vibrators over the years and seem
in no hurry to introduce concepts like
subtlety or melody into proceedings when
they’ve been surplus to requirements thus
far. Their chief downfall seems to be in
trying to please a metal audience at the
same time as a punk one and ending up
compromising too much on both fronts.
`Masochist’ works best as a metal song,
all Judas Priest and Metallica riffage that’s
both bullish and solid, but falls flat vocally
with a too-clean performance that borders
on perfunctory. `Freedom’ then finds them
slipping fully into grungy blues rock of the
provincial pub corner variety, the repeated
line “Gotta whole lotta love” merely
reinforcing the please-em-all middle
ground they seem unable to escape. But

Demo of the Month wins a free half day
at Soundworks studio in Oxford,
courtesy of Umair Chaudhry. Visit
www.umairchaudhry.co.uk/nightshift

escape they eventually do with the more
convincingly punked-up `Hail Hail’, rawer
and more aggressive particularly singer
Andrew Nixey’s rather convincing Dave
Vanian impersonation upfront. They’ve got
the muscle, but you imagine Trauma UK
would go far further with a bit more guile
to go alongside it.

THE BLUEBERRY
MOON

Talking of `Hail Hail’, we don’t get sent
an awful lot of Christian music here at
Nightshift, probably because our hard
drinking, cynical ways put off God-fearing
folk who consider us beyond redemption.
We’re a broad church here, though, and
The Blueberry Moon’s spiritual bluegrass
and acoustic pop is almost stirring at
times, if prone to lapsing into overly fluffy,
sub-Leonard Cohen territory sometimes
or even straining-on-the-loo over-exertion
at one point. They’re at their best on
`Silver City Bound’, the gospel bluegrass
edge and Christian message most to the
fore here, while `When Sleep Escapes’
is a sweet enough lullaby but needs a bit
more grit under its nails. Better is `Let
The River Answer’, a decidedly languid
meander accompanied by a choir of gentle
“ooohs” at times, although the opening
line is a bit of a corker: “Like a raven with
its mind on fire, I hurry up and down the
land.” We imagine a large corvid with its
brain ablaze, rather than doing anything
of any purpose would be flapping around
violently and aimlessly while emitting
a sickening squawking sound. Hardly
conducive to some gentle Christian
pop music. Maybe try the black metal
commune up the road. Just don’t lend them
any matches.

VERNA HARK

Verna Hark tend to sound like they come
from a place where God’s love and
mercy rarely shines down. Fronted by
ex-Baby Gravy singer Iona Roisin, who’s
previously gone under the name Stray
Dog, Verna Hark’s tripped-out robot pop
comes from somewhere darker and bleaker
(the name apparently means loft or attic
in Armenian, which would explain a lot).
The one track here, `Kingdom’, finds an
uncomfortable middle ground between
cracked midnight soul and almost Numanesque industrial synth soundscaping,
harder and harsher than their previous
offering. We’d even say it was brutal if it
didn’t have a very human heart and soul.
On third listen we realise we’ve got it
cranked up so loud it’s drowned out the

noise of the builders across the road who
have an industrial digger and a cement
mixer in action. We would love to see
Verna Hark play this live on a huge PA
system in a darkened subterranean venue
like The Cellar. They might be beyond
Jesus’ redeeming power but they’re more
than welcome into our hearts and souls.

ALBERT BEVIA

Albert here introduces himself as a
singer-songwriter who is “Influenced by
the 80s New Romantic sound and the
Madchester scene,” which is quite some
divide, since yer average baggy lad would
probably have happily given any passing
painted electro-pop fan a right shoeing.
Still, despite falling into pretty much
every pretentious stylistic pitfall that so
many futurist acts did back in the early
80s (affected, swooning vocals; deep,
dramatic but utterly meaningless lyrics;
a general impression of preciousness) we
rather like this. Because, let’s face it, the
New Romantic movement, such as it was,
properly appreciated that pop was about
dressing up in silly clothes and pretending
to be something other than a plumber for a
few hours on a Friday night. And they had
some cracking tunes too. This reminds us
a bit of bands like B Movie, maybe even
The Lotus Eaters; Japan if we’re being
particularly generous. Barely a hint of
anything resembling Madchester about it,
but who wants Sean Ryder yelping about
drugs and aliens over a song which is more
than likely about icicles, doves and chiffon
scarves. Actually, scrap that. More drugs
and aliens in pop music. Always more
drugs and aliens.

of instruments the only thing keeping the
whole thing sounding even half alive.
“Opener ‘Half’ begins with a brooding
confession of love,” states Nick’s press
blurb, “whilst ‘Mind Maps’ offers a
perception of a troubled subconscious. The
blissful folk of ‘Birch Tree’ tells of a pact
between two lovers, before the last and
titular track asks the listener to share their
secrets as he shares his.” It’s all so very
deep and emotive and serious and earnest
and poetic. Tell you what, here’s our secret:
we actually sneaked out of the room during
the last track, raided the drinks cabinet and
hid behind the door giggling and making
fart noises by blowing on our arms. Sorry
mate, had to do something to alleviate the
crushing tedium of the music.

01865 240250

THE DEMO
DUMPER
THE AULTONES

Oh, but we’re not laughing now. No, shellshocked might be a more apt description
of the catatonic state Nightshift has locked
into within a minute of this abomination
starting. The Aultones is a band consisting
of a bloke called Nick Higton and an
entire skipful of delusional self belief. His
first song is called `Boomerang’ and his
website boasts a review comparing it to
Neil Young, which would be accurate if
Neil Young was a clodhopping pub singer
who had never seen a guitar before and
imagined it was a special stick for hitting
cows’ backsides. It’s a turgid dirge and
we keep trying to throw it in the bin, but
because it’s called `Boomerang’ it keeps
coming back. It will stay with us forever,
Oh, and it was all going rather well up to
haunting our every waking hour and dream.
this point. There’s always one person has
Possessed of multi-instrumental musical
to stop the party by putting their bloody
ability best described as “absolutely
Nick Drake album on when everyone was
fucking cack-handed” and a vocal style
getting giddy and out of it to a bonkers
akin to a delirious vagrant barking an
mash-up of Butthole Surfers and Cerrone.
impersonation of Phil Collins without the
So here’s Nick Byrne with a face like a wet use of consonants, Mr Higton guides us
Tuesday morning in November, probably
through a never-ending labyrinth of songs
one when the bin lorry comes past at
that culminates in the single worst cover
6am and wakes you up early and you
of a Bond theme in the entire history – and
lie half awake for an hour fretting about
future – of the universe (`From Russia
unfinished assignments and your annual
With Love’ in case you were wondering,
performance review. He’s got an acoustic
and really, you shouldn’t), and a take on
guitar and a cello (for extra emotional
`Half The World Away’ that makes Noel
depth, obviously) and states he was
Gallagher sound like Scott Walker in the
“driven by a desire to create something
soaring elegance stakes. To think, all this
lasting and beautiful,” but having failed in was recorded at Abbey Road. Imagine what
that mission he’s made this EP of so-so,
better use such a world class studio could
vaguely folky strum’n’moan numbers that have been put to that day – recording an
start off sluggish but vaguely passable
overweight farmhand shitting into a metal
before slowly and inevitably sinking into
bucket while shouting at pigs, for example.
running-through-mud-in-your-nightmares
“I don’t believe in pain” moans Nick at one
laboriousness and finally into full-on
point. You bloody well will chummy, once
torpid, the occasional clumsy clamour
we catch up with you. Oh you will.

NICK BYRNE

Send demos for review to: Nightshift, PO Box 312, Kidlington, OX5 1ZU, or email links to
editor@nightshiftmag.co.uk, clearly marked Demos. IMPORTANT: no review without
a contact phone number. If you can’t handle criticism, please don’t send us your demo. We
make no pretence to being fair, objective or open-minded and reserve the right to use juvenile
insults while almost completely ignoring your music should we feel like it. Your Facebook
friends are welcome to get all huffy on your behalf, but we’ll laugh at them too.

TURAN AUDIO.co.uk
Professional, independent CD mastering

Artists mastered in the studio last month include;

TWISTED STATE OF MIND, MARK HUSSEY,
LLOYD, CRIMSON TUSK, MATT GALLAGHER,
FOREVER NEVER, ARCHETYPES, DAVID
CLIFTON, FRAGILE STAR, OPETH, VISIONS OF
DISORDER, DIPPER-MALKIN, GELATO, SEB
REYNOLDS, CHASING DAYLIGHT, EMPEROR,
WILLIE J HEALEY.
01865 716466

tim@turanaudio.co.uk

COURTYARD
RECORDING STUDIO

2 Tracking Rooms. Superb Control Room with:
NEVE 5106 32 Channel Console. ProTools HD3
MTR 90 2” 24 Track Tape Machine. Vintage EMT Plate Reverb
Loads of Brilliant Outboard Gear
Loads of Great Mics, Vintage and Modern
Old School Akai/Roland Synth Modules
Upright Piano, Fender Rhodes, Amps and great vibes.

Residential recording studio in Sutton Courtenay.
www.courtyardrecordingstudio.co.uk
In-house producer: Ian Davenport www.ian-davenport.co.uk
Email: kate@cyard.com
Phone: Kate on 01235 845800

facebook.com/o2academyoxford
twitter.com/o2academyoxford
instagram.com/o2academyoxford
youtube.com/o2academytv

Wed 26th Oct • £18 adv •6.30pm

Steve Mason
+ Harry Pane

Wed 26th Oct • £5 adv • 9.30pm

Fishies Sports Night

Thu 27th Oct • £13.50 adv • 7pm

Teleman

Fri 28th Oct • £10 adv • 6.30pm

Gentleman’s Dub Club
Fri 28th Oct • £10 adv • 11pm

Day of The Dead with
General Levy feat.
Fredgy
Sat 29th Oct • £22.50 adv • 6.30pm

Afro Celt Sound
System

Sat 29th Oct • £6 adv • 10pm

Garage Nation
Halloween Party

Mon 31st Oct • £15 adv • 8pm

Jojo Mayer/Nerve

Tue 1st Nov • £14 adv • 7pm

Niccolò Fabi
+ Sam Martin

Tue 1st Nov • £16 adv • 7pm

Local Natives
+ DRELLER

Sat 5th Nov • £10 adv • 11pm

David Rodigan

Fri 18th Nov • £22.50 adv • 6.30pm

The Shires

Sun 6th Nov • £17.50 adv • 7.30pm Sat 19th Nov • £8.50 adv • 6pm

Alien Ant Farm

Tue 8th Nov • £13 adv • 7.30pm

Ren Harvieu & Romeo
(The Magic Numbers)
The Goat Roper Rodeo Band
+ Joe Dolman

Wed 9th Nov • £11 adv • 6.30pm

Saedly Dorus and
the Hoolie Band

Sat 19th Nov • £11 adv • 6.30pm

Deﬁnitely Mightbe
(Oasis Tribute)
+ Samuel Edwards

Sat 19th Nov • £10 adv • 11pm

Fri 11th Nov • £16 adv • 6.30pm

Wed 23rd Nov • £16 adv • 6.30pm

Lee Christian & The Prohibition
Smokers’ Club

+ Vice Squad

Jon Boden
Roachford

Sat 12th Nov • £8 adv • 6.30pm

Tyler Bryant & The
Shakedown

Sat 12th Nov • £18 adv • 7.30pm

Skindred

Sat 12th Nov • £5 adv • 11pm

Boot-Led-Zeppelin

Ricky Warwick and
The Fighting Hearts
Thu 24th Nov • £8 adv • 7pm

Thu 24th Nov • £22.50 adv • 7pm

Sun 11th Dec • £6 adv • 7pm

Brian Fallon & The
Crowes

Celebrating their 20 years
Anniversary

Dance Gavin Dance

Tue 15th Nov • £16.5 adv • 7pm

+ Dear Hero + Ash Adams

Fri 4th Nov • £8 adv • 6.30pm

+ Kathryn Williams + FOLEY

+ Club Drive + Additives
+ Delirium

Sat 5th Nov • £13 adv • 11pm

Wed 16th Nov • £16 adv • 6.30pm

Pete Wylie
& The Mighty WAH!
+ Fifteen Lions

Thu 17th Nov • £15 adv

Jaguar Skills

Thu 17th Nov • £21 adv • 7pm

The Wailers

Switch x Caravan Club Fri 18th Nov • £8 adv • 6.30pm
ft. My Nu Leng
Little Red

Absolute Bowie
(Tribute) - Celebrating
the life of David
Bowie

+ Junkie Brush + Die in Vain

Sat 26th Nov • £11 adv • 6.30pm

Scott Matthews and
his Band

Fri 9th Dec • £14 adv • 6.30pm

Trevor Nelson Club
Classics UK Tour

+ And The Kids

The Low Anthem

The Wedding Present

Fri 9th Dec • £15 adv • 10.30pm

+ Chris Farren + Dead Swords
Benji Webbe of
Skindred After Party & Fri 25th Nov • £20 adv • 6.30pm
DJ Set
Alabama 3
Skeletor (DJ Set) + Nitr0gen

Sat 12th Nov • £10 adv • 11pm

Primal Scream

The Corsairs, Strike
One and TraumaUK

+ Mike Wall from “Nine Black
Ravens”

Leader – Chasing You
Tour

The Fratellis Costello Music 10th
Anniversary Tour

Thu 8th Dec • £16.50 adv • 7pm

Mon 14th Nov • £15 adv • 7.30pm

Sat 5th Nov • £8.50 adv • 6pm

Tue 6th Dec • £17.50 adv • 7pm

Sun 20th Nov • £16 adv • 7pm

Wed 2nd Nov • £5 adv • 10pm

+ The Neon Violets

+ Chasing Daylight

Thu 10th Nov • £18 adv • 7.30pm

The Wytches

The Vryll Society /
Hidden Charms

Chas & Dave

+ Physics House Band

Fri 25th Nov • £12 adv • 6.30pm

+ Good Tiger + Jonny Craig

Sun 4th Dec • £22 adv • 7pm

Thu 8th Dec • £26.50 adv • 7pm

Treatment feat.
B Traits

Thu 3rd Nov • £12 adv • 7pm

Motorheadache (A
Tribute to Lemmy)

Switch ft. Andy C +
The Prototypes

Three Trapped Tigers

Wed 2nd Nov • £16 adv • 6.30pm

Fishies Sports Night

Sat 3rd Dec • £11 adv • 6.30pm

Pearl Jam U.K. (Tribute)

Antarctic Monkeys

Sat 26th Nov • £21 adv • 6.30pm

Turin Breaks
+ Toy Tin Soldier

Sun 27th Nov • £13.50 adv • 7pm

Walking On Cars

Sun 27th Nov • £10 adv • 7.30pm

Avatar - “Feathers &
Flesh”

Wed 30th Nov • £18 adv • 6.30pm

Steve-O (Jackass)

Thu 1st Dec • £22.50 adv • 7pm

Kula Shaker - K Tour,
20th Anniversary

Youth Club

Sun 11th Dec • £14 adv • 7pm

Blossoms

Tue 13th Dec • £15 adv • 7pm

Minor Victories
+ Ulrika Spacek

Fri 16th Dec • £8 adv • 6.30pm

Peerless Pirates

Fri 16th Dec • £17 adv • 10pm

Craig Charles Funk &
Soul Club
Sat 17th Dec• £12 adv • 7pm

Leatherat Christmas
Party
Sun 18th Dec • £10 adv • 7pm

Galactic Empire
+ Nick Johnston

Wed 25th Jan • £22 adv • 7pm

The Hunna

Sat 28h Jan • £15 adv • 11pm

Switch feat. Sigma
and Nadia Rose

Thu 9h Feb • £14 adv • 7pmpm

Little Comets

Sat 11h Feb • £14 adv • 7pmpm

CASH

o2academyoxford.co.uk
190 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1UE • Doors 7pm unless stated
Venue box office opening hours: Mon-Sat 12pm-4pm
ticketweb.co.uk • wegottickets.com • seetickets.com • gigantic.com

